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Market
Meaning
Section 1

The word market comes from the Latin word “marcatus” which means
merchandise or trade or a place where business is conducted. The word
“market” has been widely and variedly used to mean
a)

a place or a building where commodities are bought and sold,
e.g., super market;

b) potential buyers and sellers of a product, e.g., wheat market and
rice market;
c)

potential buyers and sellers of a country or region, e.g., Bangladeshi market and Asian market;

d) and organization which provides facilities for exchange of commodities, e.g., Dhaka stock exchange; and
e)

a phase or a course of commercial activity, e.g., a dull market or
bright market.

However, in common parlance, a market includes any place where persons assemble for the sale or purchase of commodities intended for
satisfying human wants. Other terms used for describing markets in
Bangladesh are Haats, and Bazar.
The word market in the economic sense carries a broad meaning. Some of
the definitions of market are given as follows:
1.

A market is the sphere within which price determining forces operate.

2.

A market is the area within which the forces of demand and
supply converge to establish a single price.

3.

The term market means not a particular market place in which things
are bought and sold but the whole of any region in which buyers and
sellers are in such a free intercourse with one another that the prices
of the same goods tend to equality, easily and quickly.

4.

Market means a social institution which performs activities and
provides facilities for exchanging commodities between buyers
and sellers.

5.

Economically interpreted, the term market refers, not to a place
but to a commodity or commodities and buyers and sellers who
are in free intercourse with one another.
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A market exists when buyers wishing to exchange the money for a good or
service are in contact with the sellers who are willing to exchange goods
or services for money. Thus, a market is defined in terms of the existence
of fundamental forces of supply and demand and is not necessarily confined to a particular geographical location. The concept of a market is
basic to most of the contemporary economies, since in a free market economy, this is the mechanism by which resources are allocated.

Components of a market
For a market to exist, certain conditions must be satisfied. These conditions should be both necessary and sufficient. They may also be termed as
the components of a market.
1.

The existence of a good or commodity for transactions (physical
existence is, however, not necessary);

2.

The existence of buyers and sellers;

3.

Business relationship or intercourse between buyers and sellers; and

4.

Demarcation of area such as place, region, country or the whole
world. The existence of perfect competition or a uniform price is
not necessary.

Dimensions of a market
There are various dimensions of any specified market. These dimensions are:
1.

Location

2.

Area or coverage

3.

Time span

4.

Volume of transactions

5.

Nature of transactions

6.

Number of commodities

7.

Degree of competition

8.

Nature of commodities

9.

Stage of marketing

10. Extent of public intervention
11. Type of population served
12. Accrual of marketing margins
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Marketing System

Marketing system is composed of alternative route of product flows
(called marketing channels), a variety of firms (middlemen), and numerous business activities (referred to as marketing functions).

The goals of the marketing system
Our marketing system consists of the collective marketing activities
of tens of thousands of profit and non-profit organizations at home and
around the globe. This marketing system affects everyone-buyers, sellers and many public groups with common characteristics. What should a
society seek from its marketing system? Four goals have been suggested
by trained expert. These are stated below:
1.

Maximize Consumption
Many business executives believe that marketing’s job should
be to stimulate maximum consumption, which in turn will create
maximum production, employment and wealth.

2.

Maximize Consumer Satisfaction
Another view holds that the goal of the marketing system is to
maximize consumer satisfaction, not simply the quantity of consumption. Buying a new car or owning more clothes counts only
if this adds to the buyer’s satisfaction.

3.

Maximize Choice
Some marketers believe that the goal of a marketing system
should be to maximize product variety and consumer choice. This
system would enable consumers to find goods that satisfy their
tastes exactly. Consumers would be able to realize their lifestyles
fully and, therefore, could maximize their overall satisfaction.

4.

Maximize Life Quality
Many people believe that the goal of a marketing system should
be to improve the quality of life. This includes not only the quality, quantity, availability and cost of goods, but also the quality of
the physical and cultural environments. Advocates of this view
would judge marketing systems not only by the amount of direct
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Marketing system may be defined as the connecting link-the bridge between
producers and consumers. It is both a physical distribution and an economic
bridge designed to facilitate the movement and exchange of commodities
from the producers to consumers.
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consumer satisfaction, but also by the impact of marketing on the
quality of the environment.

Characteristics of a good marketing system
The following characteristics should exist in a good marketing system:
1.

One of the conditions of an efficient agricultural marketing system
is that there should not be any government interference in free
market transactions. The methods of intervention include restrictions on foodgrain movements, restriction on the quantity to be
processed or on the construction of processing plant, price supports, rationing, price ceiling, entry of persons in the trade, etc.
When these conditions are violated, the inefficiency in the marketing system creeps in, and commodities pass into the black market.
They are not then easily available at fair prices to the consumers.

2.

The marketing system should operate on the basis of independent,
but systematic and orderly, decisions of the millions of the individual consumers and producers whose lives are affected by it.

3.

The marketing system should be capable of developing into an
intricate and far-flung marketing system in view of the rapid
development of the urban industrial economy.

4.

The marketing system should bring demand and supply together
and should establish equilibrium between the two.

The marketing system should be able to generate employment by ensuring thedevelopment of processing industries and convincing the people
to consume more processed foods, consistent with their tastes, habits
and income levels.

Classification of Markets
Markets may be classified on the basis of each of the twelve dimensions
mentioned below.

On the basis of location
On the basis of the place of location or operation, markets are of the following types:
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a)

Village Markets: A market which is located in a small village,
where major transactions take place among the buyers and sellers
of a village is called a village market.

c)

Secondary wholesale Markets: These markets are located generally in district headquarters or important trade centers or near
railway junctions. The major transactions in commodities take
place between the village traders and wholesalers. The bulk of the
arrivals in these markets is from other markets.

d) The produce in these markets is handled in large quantities. There
are, therefore, specialized marketing agencies performing different
marketing functions, such as those of commission agents, brokers,
weigh men, etc.
e)

Terminal Markets: A terminal market is one where the produce is either finally disposed of to the consumers or processors,
or assembled for export. Merchants are well organized and use
modern methods of marketing. Commodity exchanges exist in
these markets, which provide facilities, for forward trading in specific commodities. Such markets are located either in metropolitan
cities or in sea-ports – in Dhaka, Chittagong and Khulna.

f)

Seaboard Markets: Markets which are located near the seashore
and are meant mainly for the import and/or export of goods are
known as seaboard markets. Examples of these markets in Bangladesh are Dhaka, Chittagong and Khulna.

On the basis of area/coverage
On the basis of the area from which buyers and sellers usually come for
transactions, markets may be classified into the following four classes:
a)

Local or Village Markets: A market in which the buying and
selling activities are confined among the buyers and sellers drawn
from the same village or nearby villages. The village markets exist
mostly for perishable commodities in small lots, e.g., local milk
market or vegetable market.

b) Regional Markets: A market in which buyers and sellers for a
commodity are drawn from a larger area than the local markets.
Regional markets in Bangladesh usually exist for food grains.
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b) Primary wholesale Markets: These markets are located in big
towns near the centers of production of agricultural commodities.
In these markets, a major part of the produce is brought for sale
by the producer-farmers themselves. Transactions in these markets
usually take place between the farmers and traders.
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c)

National Markets: A market in which buyers and sellers are at
the national level. National markets are found for durable goods
like jute and tea.

d) World Market: A market in which the buyers and sellers are
drawn from the whole world. These are the biggest markets from
the area point of view. These markets exist in the commodities
which have a world-wide demand and/or supply, such as coffee,
machinery, gold, silver, etc. In recent years many countries are
moving towards a regime of liberal international trade in agricultural products like raw cotton, sugar, rice and wheat.

On the basis of time span
On this basis, markets are of the following types:
a)

Short-period Markets: The markets which are held only for a
few hours are called short-period markets. The products dealt
within these markets are of highly perishable nature, such as fish,
fresh vegetables, and liquid milk. In these markets, the prices of
commodities are governed mainly by the extent of demand for,
rather than by the supply of, the commodity.

b) Long-period Markets: These markets are held for a long period
than the short-period markets. The commodities traded in these
markets are less perishable and can be stored for some time; these
are food grains and oilseeds.
The prices are governed both by the supply and demand forces.
c)

Secular Markets: These are markets of permanent nature. The
commodities traded in these markets are durable in nature and can
be stored for many years. Examples are markets for machinery
and manufactured goods.

On the basis of volume of transactions
There are two types of markets on the basis of volume of transactions at a time.
a)

Wholesale Markets: A wholesale market is one in which commodities are bought and sold in large lots or in bulk. Transactions
in these markets take place mainly between traders.

b) Retail Markets: A retail market is one in which commodities are
bought by and sold to the consumers as per their requirements.
Transactions in these markets take place between retailers and con-
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sumers. The retailers purchase in wholesale market and sell in small
lots to the consumers. These markets are very near to the consumers.

The markets which are based on the types of transactions in which people
are engaged are of two types:
a)

Spot or Cash Markets: A market in which goods are exchanged for
money immediately after the sale is called the spot or cash market.

b) Forward Markets: A market in which the purchase and sale of a
commodity takes place at time „t‟ but the exchange of the commodity takes place on some specified date in future i.e., time t + 1.
Sometimes even on the specified date in the future(t+1), there may
not be any exchange of the commodity. Instead, the differences in
the purchase and sale prices are paid or taken.

On the basis of number of commodities in which
transaction takes place
A market may be general or specialized on the basis of the number of
commodities in which transactions are completed:
a)

General Markets: A market in which all types of commodities,
such as food grains, oilseeds, fiber crops, gur, etc., are bought and
sold is known as general market. These markets deal in a large
number of commodities.

b) Specialized Markets: A market in which transactions take place
only in one or two commodities is known as a specialized market.
For every group of commodities, separate markets exist. The
examples are food grain markets, vegetable markets, wool market
and cotton market.

On the basis of degree of competition
Each market can be placed on a continuous scale, starting from a perfectly competitive point to a pure monopoly or monopsony situation.
Extreme forms are almost non-existent. Nevertheless, it is useful to know
their characteristics. In addition to these two extremes, various midpoints
of this continuum have been identified. On the basis of competition, markets may be classified into the following categories:

9
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On the basis of nature of transactions
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Perfect Markets: A perfect market is one in which the following conditions hold good:
a)

There is a large number of buyer and seller;

b) All the buyers and sellers in the market have perfect knowledge of
demand, supply and prices;
c)

Prices at any one time are uniform over a geographical area, plus
or minus the cost of getting supplies from surplus to deficit areas;

d) The prices are uniform at any one place over periods of time, plus
or minus the cost of storage from one period to another;
e)

The prices of different forms of a product are uniform, plus or
minus the cost of converting the product from one form to another.

Imperfect Markets: The markets in which the conditions of perfect competition are lacking are characterized as imperfect markets. The following
situations, each based on the degree of imperfection, may be identified:
a)

Monopoly Market: Monopoly is a market situation in which
there is only one seller of a commodity. He exercises sole control over the quantity or price of the commodity. In this market,
the price of commodity is generally higher than in other markets.
Bangladeshn farmers operate in a monopoly market when purchasing electricity for irrigation. When there is only one buyer of
a product the market is termed as a monopsony market.

b) Duopoly Market: A duopoly market is one which has only two
sellers of a commodity. They may mutually agree to charge a
common price which is higher than the hypothetical price in a
common market. The market situation in which there are only two
buyers of a commodity is known as the duopsony market.
c)

Oligopoly Market: A market in which there are more than two
but still a few sellers of a commodity is termed as an oligopoly
market. A market having a few (more than two) buyers is known
as oligopsony market.

d) Monopolistic competition: When a large number of sellers deal
in heterogeneous and differentiated form of a commodity, the situation is called monopolistic competition. The difference is made
conspicuous by different trade marks on the product. Different
prices prevail for the same basic product. Examples of monopolistic competition faced by farmers may be drawn from the input
markets. For example, they have to choose between various makes
of insecticides, fertilizers and equipments.
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On the basis of nature of commodities
On the basis of the type of goods dealt in, markets may be classified into
the following categories:
Commodity Markets: A market which deals in goods and raw
materials, such as wheat, barley, cotton, fertilizer, seed, etc., are
termed as commodity markets.

b) Capital Markets: The market in which bonds, shares and securities are bought and sold are called capital markets; for example,
money markets and share markets.

On the basis of stage of marketing
On the basis of the stage of marketing, markets may be classified into
two categories:
a)

Producing Markets: Those markets which mainly assemble the
commodity for further distribution to other markets are termed as
producing markets. Such markets are located in producing areas.

b) Consuming Markets: Markets which collect the produce for final
disposal to the consuming population are called consumer markets. Such markets are generally located in areas where production
is inadequate, or in thickly populated urban centres.

On the basis of extent of public intervention
Based on the extent of public intervention, markets may be placed in any
one of the following two classes:
a)

Regulated Markets: Markets in which business is done in
accordance with the rules and regulations framed by the statutory
market organization representing different sections involved in
markets. The marketing costs in such markets are standardized
and practices are regulated.

b) Unregulated Markets: These are the markets in which business is
conducted without any set rules and regulations. Traders frame the
rules for the conduct of the business and run the market. These markets suffer from many ills, ranging from unstandardised charges for
marketing functions to imperfections in the determination of prices.
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On the basis of type of population served
On the basis of population served by a market, it can be classified as
either urban or rural market:
a)

Urban Market: A market which serves mainly the population
residing in an urban area is called an urban market. The nature and
quantum of demand for agricultural products arising from the urban
population is characterized as urban market for farm products.

b) Rural Market: The word rural market usually refers to the
demand originating from the rural population. There is considerable difference in the nature of embedded services required with a
farm product between urban and rural demands.

On the basis of accrual of marketing margins
Markets can also be classified on the basis of as to whom the marketing
margins accrue. Over the years, there has been a considerable increase in
the producers or consumers co-operatives or other organizations handling
marketing of various products. Though private trade still handles bulk of
the trade in farm products, the co-operative marketing has increased its
share in the trade of some agricultural commodities like milk, fertilizers,
sugarcane and sugar. In the case of marketing activities undertaken by
producers or consumers co-operatives, the marketing margins are either
negligible or shared amongst their members.

Importance of Marketing
Marketing plays an important role not only in stimulating production and
consumption, but in accelerating the pace of economic development. Its
dynamic functions are of primary importance in promoting economic
development. For this reason, it has been described as the most important
multiplier of economic development.
The importance of marketing in economic development has been indicated in the paragraphs that follow.

Optimization of resource use and output
management:
An efficient marketing system leads to the optimization of resource use and
output management. An efficient marketing system can also contribute to an

12
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increase in the marketable surplus by scaling down the losses arising out of
inefficient processing, storage and transportation. A well-designed system
of marketing can effectively distribute the available stock of modern inputs,
and thereby sustain a faster rate of growth in the economy.

An efficient marketing system ensures higher levels of income for the
farmers by reducing the number of middlemen or by restricting the
commission on marketing services and the malpractices adopted by
them in the marketing of farm products. An efficient system guarantees
the farmers better prices for farm products and induces them to invest
their surpluses in the purchase of modern inputs so that productivity and
production may increase. This again results in an increase in the marketed
surplus and income of the farmers. If the producer does not have an easily
accessible market-outlet where he can sell his surplus produce, he has
little incentive to produce more. The need for providing adequate incentives for increased production is, therefore, very important, and this can
be made possible only by streamlining the marketing system.

Widening of markets
A well-knit marketing system widens the market for the products by
taking them to remote corners both within and outside the country, i.e.,
to areas far away from the production points. The widening of the market
helps in increasing the demand on a continuous basis, and thereby guarantees a higher income to the producer.

Growth of agro-based industries
An improved and efficient system of marketing helps in the growth of agrobase industries and stimulates the overall development process of the economy.
Many industries depend on agriculture for the supply of raw materials.

Price signals
An efficient marketing system helps the farmers in planning their production in accordance with the needs of the economy. This work is carried
out through price signals.

13
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Increase in farm income
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Adoption and spread of new technology
The marketing system helps the producers in the adoption of new scientific
and technical knowledge. New technology requires higher investment and
producers would invest only if they are assured of market clearance.

Employment
The marketing system provides employment to millions of persons
engaged in various activities, such as packaging, transportation, storage and processing. Persons like commission agents, brokers, traders,
retailers, weighmen, hamals, packagers and regulating staff are directly
employed in the marketing system. This apart, several others find employment in supplying goods and services required by the marketing system.

Addition to national income
Marketing activities add value to the product thereby increasing the
nation’s gross national product and net national product.

Better living
The marketing system is essential for the success of the development
programs which are designed to uplift the population as a whole. Any
plan of economic development that aims at diminishing the poverty of
the agricultural population, reducing consumer food prices, earning more
foreign exchange or eliminating economic waste has, therefore, to pay
special attention to the development of an efficient marketing for food
and agricultural products.

Creation of utility
Marketing is productive, and is as necessary as the farm production.
It is, in fact, a part of production itself, for production is complete only
when the product reaches a place in the form and at the time required by
the consumers. Marketing ads cost to the product; but, at the same time,
it adds utilities to the product. The following four types of utilities of the
product are created by marketing:
a)

14

Form Utility: The processing function adds form utility to the
product by changing the raw material into a finished form. With
this change, the product becomes more useful than it is in the
form in which it is produced by the farmer. For example, through
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b) Place Utility: The transportation function adds place utility to products by shifting them to a place of need from the place of plenty.
Products command higher prices at the place of need than at the
place of production because of the increased utility of the product.
c)

Time Utility: The storage function adds time utility to the products by making them available at the time when they are needed.

d) Possession Utility: The marketing function of buying and selling
helps in the transfer of ownership from one person to another.
Products are transferred through marketing to persons having a
higher utility from persons having a low utility.
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processing, oilseeds are converted into oil, sugarcane into sugar,
cotton into cloth and wheat into flour and bread. The processed
forms are more useful than the original raw materials.
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Concept of Rural Marketing

But, the recent successes and failures of the corporate world in the rural
market have clearly demonstrated that the rural market is a totally different
proposition and not just a just extension of the urban market. What differentiates the two markets is not mere income, but a host of their infrastructural
and socio-cultural factors. Thus, the rural market cannot be tapped successfully with an urban marketing mindset and would definitely require its
thorough understanding. In other words, our approach towards rural markets
needs to be distinct from the one adopted for urban markets.

Concepts and Practices of rural marketing
Thus, in a rural economy like Bangladesh’s, rural marketing has emerged
as an important and distinct internal sub-division within the marketing
discipline. This sub-division clearly highlights the differences between
rural marketing and mainstream marketing.

Meaning of rural
What does the term ‘rural’ imply? There is no single answer to this question as different experts and organisations have divergent views on what
constitutes the term ‘rural’. Collin’s Cobuild Dictionary (2001) describes
the word rural as “places far away from towns or cities”.
From the sociology point of view rural is defined as a group of people who
are traditionalists in outlook, rooted in the land, and who resist change.
The term rural, as defined, may not satisfy all, especially the marketers
because it defines the rural not on account of what it is, but what is not
urban. The marketers have to take into consideration all parameters relevant to their product categories to define rural. They don’t focus only on
the standard, administratively defined parameters. If ten experts define the
term rural, each one would probably come up with a different definition.
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A debate continued for a long time amongst the Bangladeshi marketers,
both practitioners and academicians, notification for existence of the distinct
discipline of rural marketing. Consequently, two schools of thought emerged.
The first school believed that the products/services, marketing tools and
strategies that are successful in urban areas, could be transplanted with little
or no modification in rural areas. It perceived rural Bangladesh as a poor
extension of urban Bangladesh. However, the second school saw a clear
distinction between urban and rural Bangladesh, and suggested a different
approach, skills, tools and strategies to be successful in rural market.
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A city may be classified as a mini-metro on the basis of its population and
administrative set-up, but its other characteristics may be that of a rural
market. Similarly, a slum in a metro could have the attributes of a rural
market for some products and urban market attributes for others. Many
towns are actually overgrown villages and are classified as towns only
because they have a municipality. And, many administratively-defined
villages, which are surrounded by cities, are more like urban centers.
Most companies in the agricultural input sector would define rural as
a place with a population of up to 20,000. Durable goods’ companies
would consider any town with a population of below 50,000 as a rural
market. LG Electronics defines all cities other than the seven metros as
rural/semi-urban areas. The rural in marketing parlance, is also defined
by some as an area which usually begins where organised distribution
and media reach ends. Therefore, definition of rural areas for marketing
purposes varies from company to company and is also based on the calculation of Market Potential Value (MPV) of a particular area.
But, in whichever way we define the rural, there are only few national-level companies in Bangladesh who understand the rural market well
enough to invest large amounts of money in them because, as stated earlier, the rural mostly starts from where the organised distribution ends.

Rural Marketing
Rural marketing, in simple words, is planning and implementation of
marketing function tor the rural areas. it a two-way marketing process
which encompasses the discharge of business activities that direct the
flow of goods from urban to rural areas (for manufactured goods) and
vice-versa (for agriculture produce), as also within the rural areas.
Rural marketing has also been defined as the process of developing,
pricing, promoting, distributing rural-specific goods and services leading
to exchange between urban and rural markets, which satisfies consumer
demand and also achieves organisational objectives.
Rural marketing amounts to dealing with various inputs, projects and
services meant for the rural market. In this sense, it is different from agricultural marketing which means marketing of rural products/ input to the
urban consumer or institutional market.
Hence, we integrate these perspectives to have a holistic view, then on the
basis of the scope of activities, rural marketing can be defined in a tabular
form as follows:

20
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Therefore, rural marketing is a distinct specialised field of the marketing
discipline which encompasses a customised application of the marketing
tools and strategies to understand the psycho of the rural consumer in
terms of needs, tailoring the products to meet such needs and effectively
delivering them to enable a profitable exchange of goods and services to
and from the rural market.

Evolution of rural marketing
Rural marketing as it exists today is a result of evolution over many
decades. Different patterns of flow of goods and services were dominating the rural marketing spectrum at different times. These time spans
were long enough to be called as different phases (Table 1), which are
described below.
Phase I (from Independence to Green Revolution): Before the advent
of the Green Revolution, the nature of rural market was altogether different. Rural marketing then referred to marketing of rural products in rural
and urban areas. Most of the literature on rural market of the time relates
to agricultural produce. Therefore, in Phase I it can be considered to be
synonymous with agricultural marketing.
Table 1. Phases of Rural Marketing
Phase
I
II

III

IV

Time period

Nature

Form Independence
to Green Revolution
Green Revolution
to pre-liberalisation
preiod
Post-liberalisation period in 20th
century

Agricultural
marketing
Marketing of
agri-inputs

Agricultural
produce
Agricultural
inputs

Rural marketing

Consumables
and durables for
consumption and
production
All products and
services

21st Century

Development
marketing

Major Products

Source
Market
Rural

Target
Market
Urban

Urban

Rural

Urban
and
Rural

Rural

Urban
and
Rural

Urban
and
Rural
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In application terms, rural marketing is both the marketer’s fondest dream and
worst nightmare. It is actually a bit like swimming—one can have as much
information on swimming as one likes, but, he/she has to get into the water to
fully understand it. Therefore, the key for succeeding in the rural market lies
in comprehending the rural psycho and what the rural consumer is.
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Market Segmentation
Market segmentation is defined as “the process of taking the total, heterogeneous market for a product and dividing it into several submarkets or segments,
each of which tends to be homogeneous in all significance. The markets could
be segmented in different ways. For instance, instead of mentioning a single
market for ‘shoes’, it may be segmented into several sub-markets, e.g., shoes
for executives, doctors, college students etc. Geographical segmentation on the
very similar lines is also possible for certain products.

Requirements for markets segmentation
For market segmentation to become effective and result oriented, the following principles are to be observed: (1) Measurability of segments, (2)
Accessibility of the segments, and (3) Represent ability of the segments.
The main purpose of market segmentation is to measure the changing
behaviour patterns of consumers. It should also be remembered that variation in consumer behavior are both numerous and complex. Therefore, the
segments should be capable of giving accurate measurements. But this is
often a difficult task and the segments are to be under constant review.
The second condition, accessibility, is comparatively easier because of
distribution, advertising media, salesmen, etc. Newspaper and magazines
also offer some help in this direction. For examples, there are magazines
meant exclusively for the youth, for the professional people, etc.
The third condition is the represent ability of each segment. The segments
should be large and profitable enough to be considered as separate markets. Such segments must have individuality of their own. The segment
is usually small in case of industrial markets and comparatively larger in
respect of consumer products.

Conditions for effective market segmentation
In order to have effective segmentation of a market, certain conditions
outlined below need to be present:
Measurable
The market segment must be measurable in order to calculate the market
potential. This will be the basis to develop marketing strategies to tap
the potential.
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Accessible
The market segment needs to be accessible by a marketing effort in a
financially viable manner.
Profitable
The market segment needs to be large enough to be profitable.

Certain type of data must be available about the market of significantly important segmentation variables. Then only effective segmentation can be executed.

Benefits of segmentation
1.

The manufacturer is in a better position to find out and compare
the marketing potentialities of his products. He is able to judge
product acceptance or to assess the resistance to his product.

2.

The result obtained from market segmentation is an indicator to
adjust the production, using man, materials and other resources in
the most profitable manner. In other words, the organization can
allocate and appropriate its efforts in a most useful manner.

3.

Change required may be studied and implemented without losing markets. As such, as product line could be diversified or even discontinued.

4.

It helps in determining the kinds of promotional devices that are
more effective and also their results.

5.

Appropriate timing for the introduction of new products, advertising etc., could be easily determined.

Basis for segmenting markets
As explained above, market segmentation consists in identifying a sufficient number of common buyer characteristics to permit sub division of
the total demand for a product into economically viable segments. These
segments fall between two extremes of total homogeneity and total heterogeneity. The various segments that are in vogue are as follows:
1.

Geographic segmentation: Chronologically this kind of segmentation appeared first, for planning and administrative purposes.
The marketer often fined it convenient to sub-divide the country
into areas in a systematic way. The great advantages of adopting
this scheme are that standard regions are widely used by Government and it facilitates collection of statistics. Most of the national
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manufacturers split up their sales areas into sales territories either
state-wise or district-wise.
2.

Demographic segmentation: Under this method, the consumers
are grouped into homogeneous groups in terms of demographic
similarities such as age, sex, education, income level, etc. This is
considered to be more purposeful since the emphasis ultimately
rests on customers. The variables are easy to recognize and measure than in the case of the first type, as persons of the same group
may exhibit more or less similar characteristics. For example, in
the case of shoes, the needs and preferences of each group could
be measured with maximum accuracy.
a)

Age groups: Usually age groups are considered by manufacturers of certain special products. For example, toys. Even
in the purchases made by parents, children exert a profound
influence. The market segmented on the basis of the age
groups is as follows: (I) children, (ii) teenagers, (iii) adults,
(IV) grown-ups.

b)

Family life-cycle: This is yet another method falling under demographic segmentation. The concept of a family life cycle refers to
the important stages in the life of an ordinary family. These stages
are called ‘decision-making units’ (Dumps). A widely accepted
system distinguishes the following eight stages:

c)

(I) Young, single, (ii) Young, married, no children, (iii)
Young, married, youngest child under six, (iv) Young, married, youngest child over six, (v) Older, married with children,
(vi) Older, married, no children under eighteen, (vii) Older
single, (viii) Others. Although the distinction between the
young and the old is not explicit the concept provides a useful
basis for breaking down the total population into sub-group
for a more detailed analysis.

d) Sex: Sex influences buying motives in consumer market, e.g in
the case of many products women demand special styles. Bicycle is an example. This kind of segmentation is useful in many
respects. The recent studies, however, show that traditional
differences are being fast broken down and this kind of segmentation doesn’t hold much water. One reason for this is that
women are going in for jobs. This is a blessing in disguise as a
number of new products are now being demanded, e.g. frozen
food, household appliances, etc. Successful attempts to remove
barriers of discrimination against women have generated many
market opportunities. Interestingly enough, however, it has
not been so easy to get males to accept products traditionally
considered feminine. A decade age driving motor vehicles by
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women was seldom seen but today it has become a common
sight. The distinction in dress traditionally maintained by girls
and boys has also been considerably reduced. These changes
have tremendous marketing implications.
Socio-psychological segmentation: The segmentation here is
done on the basis of social class, viz., working class, middle
income groups, etc. Since marketing potentially is intimately connected with the “ability to buy”, this segmentation is meaningful
in deciding buying patterns of a particular class.

4.

Behavioral Segmentation: This concept divides the buyers into
segments based on their knowledge, attitudes, uses or responses
to a product. Many marketers believe that behavioral variables are
the best starting point for building market segments.

5.

Occasion Segmentation: Buyers can be grouped according to
occasions when they get the idea to buy, actually make their
purchase, or use the purchased item. It can help firms build up
product usage. For example, some holidays such as Eid, Puja,
Birthday and Different anniversary are originally promoted to
increase the sale of flowers, cards, cake and other gift items.

6.

Benefit segmentation: Russell Hally introduced the concept of
benefit segmentation. Under this method, the buyers form the
basis of segmentation but not on the demographic principles
mentioned above. Here consumers are interviewed to learn the
importance of different benefits they may be expecting from a
product. These benefits or utilities may be classified into generic
or primary utilities and secondary or evolved utilities. The following table would explain this aspect.

Product category
Tooth-paste

Generic or primary
utilities
Cleaning

Shampoo
Aspirin

Cleaning
Pain control

Secondary or evolved
utility
Good taste, breath freshening, brightness
Shiny hair, thickening hair
Speed of action, taste

Different approaches for segmenting the rural market
Deferent experts, advertising agencies, and consultancy and research
organisations have suggested different parameters for segmenting the
rural market. Even some corporate organizations have defined and
divided ai market into different segments by calculating the overall
Market Potential Value (MPV) of various rural market segments.
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Ranchers and practising marketing professionals need to be very careful
while employing a particular basis classification for segmenting the rural
market in order to select their target market. As this choice cm the basis
of the overall success or failure of a study or a marketing campaign.
Given below are the different classifications or approaches suggested to
segment the rural market:

Based on size of village population
Size of population residing in a village is a significant factor which determines the overall potential demand for a product or service in that village.
It also provides an indication about the viability of marketing operations
to a great extent.
ORG-MARG has suggested the classification of the rural belt in three
broad and simple categories1:
Class-I villages with population over 5,000 (ii) Class-II villages with
population between 1,000-5,000 (iii) Class-Ill villages with population
less than 1,000

Based on location with respect to nearby town
Villages can also be classified in the three following categories on the
basis of their location with respect to the nearby town. The village location itself is a major determinant and has considerable impact on both the
earning potential and consumption attitude of its residents.

Villages near urban centers
These villages because of their proximity to the urban areas are somewhat
urbanized. Their residents’ education profile, shopping habits, and brand
choices resembles to a great extent with those of urban consumers. They
are in a position to make most of purchases from the nearby towns.

Villages in developing districts
These are somewhat developed villages with consumers being aware of
various marketing promotions to some extent. The income profile of these
villages is good enough to make them potential market for branded goods.
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Immobile and self-sufficient asiatic villages

Based on size of farmland
Income is also an important factor which determines consumption. With
nearly 55% income in rural areas coming from agriculture, land holding
pattern can be a basis for segmentation of the rural market. The generally
followed classification on the basis of size of farmland is like this:
Farm category
Landless farmers
Marginal farmer
Small farmer
Medium farmer
Large farmer

1
1.
2.
3.
5.

Holding size
Upto 0.19 hectare
Between 0.2- 0.49 hectare
Between 0.5-1.0 hectare
Between 1.0-2.5 hectare
Above 2.5 hectare

The segmentation based on the size of land holding is very simple and
easy to implement as the on this parameter can be accessed without much
difficulty. But, this approach is more appropriating of agricultural inputs.
Although the size of landholding indirectly indicates the overall income
potential, yet it has some weaknesses described below.
a)

It is based only on the land owned and not on its fertility level.
Thus, it can at best give only an indication which may not necessarily be the reality; it does not say anything about whether the
land is irrigated or un-irrigated, and what is grown over it.

b) It is also silent about other occupations carried out by farmers
in addition to farming, like sericulture, dairy farming, rearing of
sheep and goats which are providing very good income to him.
c)

It does not take into account the progressive and non-progressive attitude of the farmer, which is a key determinant of his total
income.
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These are the remote villages located in the less developed districts. The
income and education profile of the consumers in these villages is not
very attractive from the marketing point of view. The connectivity and
infrastructure availability is also very minimal. Most of these villages can
also be classified as media dark. Therefore, marketers can use the knowledge about the village location in the target markets to develop different
promotional and distribution strategies for different types of villages.
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In the present context, a significant part of the rural income has
started to come from non-agricultural activities, and this segmentation strategy does not take this trend into account.

Based on sociological characteristics
Sociological segmentation has also been presented as a lifestyle-based
segmentation. Lifestyle is the pattern of living followed by people and
is determined by their activities, interests and opinions. Lifestyle also
determines the priority of needs for people, which is different in different living conditions. The lifestyle of a rural consumer is influenced
by socio-cultural values, increasing incomes and income distribution,
marketer’s effort to reach out and educate the rural consumer, and the
situation in which he uses the product.
The sociological segmentation of the rural market can be effective for
marketing of consumable and durable items. The proprietors of land and
rich farmers are affluent and have a lifestyle and consumption pattern,
which is similar to the people living in urban areas. Others, at the bottom
of the pyramid, look for economical products.

Based on income
The Bangladesh rural market can be segmented into four main categories
on the basis of the income earned by different rural segments. These categories are as follows:

Rural rich consumer
This segment is further sub divided into two segments:

Concentrated rich consumers
These consumers are mainly found in green pockets of the country, such
as parts of Dhaka, Chittagong, Dinajpur, Khulna. The additional purchasing power is highly skewed in favour of irrigated areas where farmers
have taken up modern agriculture practices over relatively economical
agricultural land holdings.

Scattered rich consumers
These consumers are found in almost every village of the country. These
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people are basically landlords and money-lenders. But they are few in
number per village, and being highly scattered, they are difficult to tap by
any concerted marketing effort.

Rural consumers around urban area

Rural consumers above poverty line
There are large number of households in rural areas, which are above the
poverty line. They would purchase manufactured goods - both consumables and durables, in addition to agro products.
Rural consumers below poverty line
In Bangladesh, 26% population lives below the poverty line. This segment doesn’t have a significant and regular source of income. Therefore,
at present, it is not a market for majority of marketers.

Markets on the basis of segmentation
It is now certain that any market could be segmented to a considerable
extent because buyers’ characteristics are never similar. This, however,
does not mean that manufacturers may always try to segment their
market. On the basis of the intensity of segmentation, marketing strategies
to be adopted may be classified into:
1.

Undifferentiated marketing: When the economies of organization do not permit the division of market into segments,
they conceive of the total market concept. In the case of fully
standardized products and where substitutes are not available,
differentiation need not be undertaken. Under such circumstances
firms may adopt mass advertising and other mass methods in marketing, e.g., Coca Cola.

2.

Differentiated marketing: A firm may decide to operate in
several or all segments of the market and devise separate product-marketing programs. This also helps in developing intimacy
between the producer and the consumer. In recent years most
firms have preferred a strategy of differentiated marketing, mainly
because consumer demand is quite diversified. For example,
cigarettes are now manufactured in a variety of lengths and filter
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These consumers shop in towns and cities. There consumption behaviour is
akin to urban consumers and they visit bigger towns and cities quite often.
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types. This provides the customer an opportunity to select his or
her choice from filtered, unfiltered, long or short cigarettes. Each
kind offers a basis for segmentation also. Though the differentiated marketing is sales-oriented, it should also be borne in mind
that it is a costly affair for the organization.
3.

Concentrated marketing: Both the concepts explained above
imply the approach of total market either with segmentation or
without it. Yet another option is to have concentrated efforts in a
few markets capable of affording opportunities. Put in another way,
‘instead of spreading itself thin in many parts of the market, it concentrates its forces to gain a good market position in a few areas.
Then new products are introduced and test marketing is conducted,
and this method is adopted. For a consumer product ‘Boost’ produced by the manufacturers of Horlicks, this method was adopted.
The principle involved here is ‘specialization’ in markets which
have real potential. Another notable feature of this method is the
advantage of one segment is never offset by the other. But in the
case of the first two types, good and poor segments are averaged.

Targeting
Market segmentation reveals the market-segment opportunities facing the
firm. The firm now has to evaluate the various segments and decide how
many and which ones to serve.

Evaluating the market segments
In evaluation different market segments, the firm must look at three factors, namely segment size and growth, segment structural attractiveness
and company objectives and resources.
a)

Segment size and growth: The first question that a company
should ask is whether a potential segment has the right size and
growth characteristics. Large companies prefer segments with
large sales volumes and overlook small segments. Small companies in turn avoid large segments because they would require too
many resources. Segment growth is a desirable characteristic since
companies generally want growing sales and profits.

b) Segment structural attractiveness: A segment might have desirable size and growth and still not be attractive from a profitability
point of view. The five threats that a company might face are:
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i.

Threat from industry competitors: A segment is unattractive
if it already contains numerous and aggressive competitors.
This condition may lead to frequent price wars.

ii.

Threats from potential entrants: i.e. from new competitors who, if
enter the segment at a later stage, bring in new capacity, substantial resources and would soon steal a part of the market share.
Section 2

iii. Threat of substitute products: A segment is unattractive if
there exists too many substitutive products because it would
result in brand switching, price wars, low profits etc.
iv. Threat of growing bargaining power of buyers: A segment is
unattractive if the buyers possess strong bargaining power.
Buyers will try to force price down, demand more quality or
services, all at the expense of the seller’s profitability.
v.

c)

Threat of growing bargaining power of suppliers: A segment
is unattractive if the company’s suppliers of raw materials,
equipment, finance etc., are able to raise prices or reduce the
quality or quantity of ordered goods.

Company objectives and resources: Even if a segment has
positive size and growth and is structurally attractive, the company needs to consider its own objectives and resources in relation
to that segment. Some attractive segments could be dismissed
because they do not match with the company’s long-run objectives. Even if the segment fits the company’s objectives, the
company has to consider whether it possesses the requisite skills
and resources to succeed in that segment. The segment should be
dismissed if the company lacks one or more necessary competences needed to develop superior competitive advantages.

Selecting the market segments
As a result of evaluating different segments, the company hopes to find one
or more market segments worth entering. The company must decide which
and how many segments to serve. This is the problem of target market
selection. A target market consists of a set of buyers sharing common needs
or characteristics that the company decides to serve. The company can consider five patterns of target market selection.
1.

Single segment concentration: In the simplest case, the company selects a single segment. This company may have limited
funds and may want to operate only in one segment, it might be
a segment with no competitor, and it might be a segment that is a
logical launching pad for further segment expansion.
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2.

Selective specialization: Here a firm selects a number of
segments, each of which is attractive and matches the firm’s
objectives and resources. This strategy of ‘multi-segment coverage’ has the advantage over ‘single-segment coverage’ in terms of
diversifying the firm’s risk i.e. even if one segment becomes unattractive, the firm can continue to earn money in other segments.

3.

Product specialization: Here the firm concentrates on marketing a
certain product that it sells to several segments. Through this strategy, the firm builds a strong reputation in the specific product area.

4.

Market specialization: Here the firm concentrates on serving
many needs of a particular customer group. The firm gains a
strong reputation for specializing in serving this customer group
and becomes a channel agent for all new products that this customer group could feasibly use.

5.

Full market coverage: Here the firm attempts to serve all customer groups with all the products that they might need. Only
large firms can undertake a full market coverage strategy. e.g.
Philips (Electronics), HLL (Consumer non-durables). Large firms
going in for whole market can do so in two broad ways— through
undifferentiated marketing or differentiated marketing.

Positioning
Suppose a company has researched and selected its target market. If it is
the only company serving the target market, it will have no problem in
selling the product at a price that will yield reasonable profit. However, if
several firms pursue this target market and their products are undifferentiated, most buyers will buy from the lowest priced brand. Either, all the
firms will have to lower their price or the only alternative is to differentiate
its product or service from that of the competitors, thereby securing a competitive advantage and better price and profit. The company must carefully
select the ways in which it will distinguish itself from competitors.
Suppose a scooter manufacturer, say Walton, gets worried that scooter
buyers see most scooter brands as similar and, therefore, choose their
brand mainly on the basis of price. Realizing this, Walton may decide to
differentiate their scooters physical characteristics. “Differentiation is the
act of designing a set of meaningful differences to distinguish the company’s offer from competitors’ offers”. May be Walton claims its scooter
to be different from others because of its highest fuel efficiency and
economy, Hero claims-maximum durability and added physical features,
whereas Yamaha may have claimed highest mileage. Thus, all scooters
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appeal differently to different buyers. If it wishes, any scooter manufacturer can show this comparison chart to potential buyers. Not all buyers
will notice or be interested in all the ways one brand differs from another.
Such firm will want to promote those few differences that will appeal
most strongly to its target market.

How many differences to promote: Many marketers advocate aggressively promoting only one benefit to the target market. Rosser Reeves,
e.g. said a company should develop a unique selling proposition (USP)
for each brand and stick to it. Thus, Godrej refrigerators claim, automatic
defrost, while Rin claims to have dirt-blasters. Each brand should pick an
attribute and claim itself to be “number one” on it.
What are some of the “number one” positions to promote? The major
ones are “best quality”, “best service”, “best value”, “most advanced
technology” etc. If a company hammers at any one of these positioning points and delivers it properly, it will probably be best known and
recalled for this strength.
Besides single benefit positioning, the company can try for double benefit positioning- e.g. Pepsodent toothpaste claims that it cleans teeth and
protects the enamel. There are even cases of successful triple benefit positioning e.g. Videocon Washing machines claims that the machine “washes,
rinses and even dries the clothes”. Many people want all three benefits,
and the challenge is to convince them that the brand delivers all three.
What differences to promote: A company should promote its major
strengths provided that the target market values these strengths. The
company should also recognize that differentiation is a continuous process. It would seem that the company should go after cost or service to
improve its market appeal relative to competitors. However, many other
considerations arise.
1.

How important are improvements in each of these attributes to the
target customers?

2.

Can the company afford to make the improvements, and how fast
can it complete them?

3.

Would the competitors also be able to improve service if the company
started to do so, and in that case, how would the company react?
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Positioning is the act of designing the company’s offer so that it occupies
a distinct and valued place in the target customer’s minds. Positioning
calls for the company to decide how many differences and which differences to promote to the target customers.
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This type of reasoning can help the company choose or add genuine competitive advantages.
Communicating the Company’s positioning: The Company must not
only develop a clear positioning strategy, it must also communicate it
effectively. Suppose a company chooses the “best in quality” positioning
strategy. It must then make sure that it can communicate this claim convincingly. Quality is communicated by choosing those physical signs and
cuts that people normally use to judge quality. Quality is often communicated through other marketing elements.
A high price usually signals a premium-quality product to buyers. The
product’s quality image is also affected by the packaging, distribution,
advertising and promotion. The manufacturer’s reputation also contributes
to the perception of quality. To make a quality claim credible, the surest
way is to offer “satisfaction or your money back”. Smart companies try to
communicate their quality to buyers and guarantee that this quality will
be delivered or their money will be refunded.

Developing a targeted marketing strategy
The process of segmenting the market is a sequential process which
involves the following eight steps
Step I: Define relevant market
Step II: Analysis of characteristics and wants of potential customers
Step III: Identify the basis for segmenting the market
Step IV: Define and describe market segments
Step V: Analyse competitior’s position
Step VI: Evaluate market segments
Step VII: Select market segment(s)
Step VIII: Finalise marketing mix (es)

Challenges of Rural Market
Rural markets remain untapped because of three Ds—”Distance, Diversity and Dispersion”. Initially, the development of the rural market in
Bangladesh had been as the effects of urban markets percolated to rural
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areas. But now, when the marketers are considering a serious all out effort
to tap the rural market, following are the challenges they are likely to face
in their rural endeavor

Distribution

The problems of physical distribution and channel management adversely
affect the service. The existing market structure consists of primary
rural markets and retail sales outlets. The structure involves stock points
in feeder towns to service these retail outlets at the village level. But
it becomes difficult to maintain the required service level during the
delivery of the product at the retail level. One of the greatest challenges
for rural marketing lies in reaching out to the remotest destinations and
having a number of vendors at the retailing end.

Understanding the psyche of the rural consumer
Clearly, the other challenge that one faces while dealing with rural marketing is the basic understanding of the rural consumer with regard to
the particular product category in a given region. Conducting an in depth
research in different regions of Bangladesh, which are very distinct from
one another, is not that easy or cost effective, given the difficulty of
reaching and measuring those markets.

Limited knowledge
The findings of research organisations and advertising agencies sometimes, present different pictures of rural markets. Thus, so many different
figures and data are in existence for the same thing at the same time that
some of the times, it becomes difficult to pick one to believe. Even the
estimates for the basic figure with regard to the total market size supplied
by different research organisations are very different from one another.
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Even today, when it comes to going rural, the biggest challenge is distribution. The cost of distributing goods and services to rural Bangladesh
is excessive. Sometimes, it is not commensurate with the returns that the
marketers expect. The urban distribution model typically works up to the
town and beyond that, there is little marketing. Reaching the product to
remote locations spread over 90,000 villages and that too with poor infrastructure—roads, telecommunication etc. and lower levels of literacy are
a few hinges that come in the way marketers to reach the rural market,.
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Communication
There might be communication barriers due to differences in the understanding of the language or icon used for advertising a product or service.
Different words and images can have totally different interpretations in
the rural market as compared to the urban market. They could also have
different meanings in the different regions of the highly heterogeneous
rural market. These differences between the regions have also to be taken
into consideration while developing the rural campaigns for different
parts of Bangladesh.
The context, story line, narration, idiom, symbols, appeal and the contents need to be examined while developing an advertisement for the
rural market. Symbolism, emotional appeal and an indirect approach for
promoting the product, which might be effective in urban areas, may not
work in rural areas, as rural consumers want the benefit to be explained
directly and clearly. Promotions with an Bangladeshi flavor such as
‘Noboborsho’, ‘Eid’ themes or incentive to get a jewel appeals to much of
the rural populace.

Cost per contact
High cost of media per rural contact versus mass media’s utter reach and
low cost per thousand rates in urban markets is another challenge for the
rural marketer. Renting a van per day can cost Tk 3,500 and there are 90
thousand villages to cover. One exposure may not be sufficient and the
frequency of the exposures required varies by the product category. For
example, for changing habits of soap users, it may take four visits per
year while for a battery, it might require only two visits. One can easily
calculate by doing simple multiplication, the total cost of reaching the
entire rural market.

Sale of fakes and spurious products
This is a big challenge for the marketer. The retailer pushes imitation
products, which are priced less and also offer better earnings to the
retailer, to the illiterate and less aware rural consumer. When wholesalers see that some product is doing well, sometimes, some of them start
manufacturing fakes. The retailer is himself more than interested in
selling the fakes as he gets better margins on the counterfeits. So, with the
distribution chain itself getting involved in the process of selling fakes, it
becomes extremely difficult to counter this menace.
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A research reported that the sales value of the fakes and counterfeits of
‘Fair and Lovely’ brand were almost equal to the sale of the brand.
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Secondly, the selling of spurious goods or fake goods is not a criminal
offense in Bangladesh and under civil law, it can take a very long time
before an offender is booked. Although awareness levels of brands is
quite high, the original brands of many product categories are not available at a large number of rural retail outlets. This happens because a
particular company may not have been able to reach that place yet and
manufacturers of fakes of their products make the most of the opportunity. The only practical way to deal with fakes is to improve the
distribution and make the products available in as many places as possible, including haats. The highest incidence of fakes is at haats as these
had been neglected totally by the organised sales and marketing effort.

Budgetary allocations
“Corporate sector loves the rural markets, but when it comes to allocations, the amount of investment in rural marketing is very limited”,
observes R. Gopalakrishnan, Executive Director, Tata Sons Ltd. Companies need to allocate at least a respectable amount of the budget for
research and promotion of their products in the rural areas.
Until or unless a decent exclusive effort is undertaken by an organisation,
it can’t expect much from the so called spillover effect from the promotional and distribution efforts in town and cities.

Urban orientation and bias
The notion that rural people are just like urban ones and thus, they
too have the same needs, desires, and aspirations is one of the major
roadblocks in the path of achieving success in rural markets. The understanding of the rural consumer by most marketing people is mostly based
on the urban consumers.
Most of the marketers, who are trained in the occidental mode of
thinking, treat rural markets as a poorer extension of the urban areas.
Fortunately, they managed a reasonable success by applying learned paradigms with minor modifications, to the Bangladesh’s urban market. But,
these paradigms fail to deliver when they have extended further into the
rural parts of the country.
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Lack of right competence and commitment at
frontline level
While the top management’s commitment to understand and tap the rural
markets might exist, the competence necessary for interacting with and
comprehending rural attitudes and behaviour is lacking at the lower, field
staff level. Most of the frontline staff is from the urban areas and they are
not very comfortable while travelling to remote villages and interacting
with the villagers. This blunts the entire marketing effort to tap the rural
markets. The solution to this lies in recruiting frontline staff from the rural
parts of Bangladesh. Even the frontline managers can be recruited from
the rural management institutes and agricultural universities.
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Consumer Behaviour

Schiffman and Kanuck, 2000, define consumer behaviour as “the behaviour
that consumers display in searching for, purchasing, using, evaluating and
disposing of products and services that they expect will satisfy their needs.
It is thus a study of how individuals make decisions to spend their available
resources— like time, money, effort—on consumption related items.”
Consumer researchers are also interested in knowing how individuals
use and dispose of what they purchase. Therefore, the field of consumer
behaviour is not just limited to the time when consumers make a purchase, but it also includes study of their behaviour in how they use the
product and finally dispose it off.

Utility
The basis of consumer behaviour is that people tend to choose those
goods and services they value high. Based on this premise economists
developed the notion of utility to describe the consumption patterns
adopted by the consume Tk.
Definition: Utility means the power to satisfy a human want. Any commodity or service which can satisfy a human want is said to have utility

Characteristics of utility
1.

Utility is subjective: Utility varies from person to person, for Eg:A high yielding variety seed gives more utility to the farmer. The
same seed provided to a cloth merchant gives zero utility.

2.

Utility varies with purpose: For Eg:- Coconut oil is used as coking
oil or hair oil or as lubricant.

3.

Utility varies with time: The Intensity of a person‟s desire for a
commodity is different at various time periods, for Eg:- Labour
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Consumer behaviour is a dynamic interaction of affection and cognition,
behaviour and the environment by which human beings conduct exchanges
during their lives. It is a complex network of influences and is best understood with the help of some system thinking and complex theories than
through statistical regression and linear equations. Marketers must make
continuous efforts to understand the way a consumer behaves and then
devise a course of action to respond to the same. Knowledge of buyer
behaviour is extremely vital for development of marketing strategies.
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requirement for paddy is peak during transplantation harvesting and
threshing period than other operations taken up in paddy cultivation.
4.

Utility varies with ownership: Ownership of a good creates greater
utility from a good than when it is hired Eg:- owning a tractors
gives more utility than hiring it.

5.

Utility need not be synonymous with pleasure: For Eg:- A sick
man has to consume medicines for getting cured. He does not get
pleasure during the process.

6.

Utility does not mean satisfaction: utility is distinct from satisfaction.
It implies potentiality of satisfaction in a given commodity. But the
satisfaction is the end result of consumption. Satisfaction is what we
get and the utility is the quality in agood which gives satisfaction.

Kinds or types of utility
The kinds or types of utilities are 1) Form utility 2) Place utility 3) Time
utility and 4) Possession utility.
1.

Form Utility: The Change in the form offers greater utility to the good
than in its original form. For example: Processing of paddy into rice.
Rice, fetches superior price than paddy because of processing.

2.

Place Utility: The utility obtained by spatial movement of the
goods is termed as place utility. Transportation aids in place utility
i.e., through the transfer of goods from surplus production area to
deficit or slack areas. Example: Shimla apples are transported to
all parts of the country thereby increasing the utility of apples.

3.

Time utility: Storing the commodity at the times of surplus production and make them available during scarcity creates time utility.
Storage aids in creation of time utility by the supply of seasonal
products during off season as per the consumers requirements.

4.

Possession Utility: The Utility obtained due to possession or transfer of ownership of the commodity is called possession utility.
Buying and selling creates possession utility. For Eg:- Agriculture
land sold to real estate for plots would increase the utility for the
same piece of land.

Cardinal and ordinal utility
Cardinal utility: This is based on the premise that utiIity could be measured and can be aggregated across individuals. It quantitatively measures
the preference of an individual towards a certain commodity. Numbers
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assigned to different goods or services can be compared. A utility of 100
units towards a cup of coffee is twice as desirable as a cup of tea with a
utility level of 50 units. The only limitation is its subjectivity.
Ordinal utility: this is the ordinal measurement of utility. According to
this utility can not\ be quantified. For Example: If the utility is 100 units
towards a cup of coffee and 50 units for a cup of tea, the conclusion
drawn is that Coffee is preferred over tea. The ordering is important rather
than the magnitude of the numerical values like 100 and 50 in the given
instance. This approach faces the limitation of utilities not being compared.
Section 3

Demand
In economic science, the term “demand” refers to the desire, backed by
the necessary ability to pay. The demand for a good at a given price is the
quantity of it that can be bought per unit of time at the price. There are
three important things about the demand: 1. It is the quantity desired at a
given price. 2. It is the demand at a price during a given time. 3. It is the
quantity demanded per unit of time.
Consumers cannot satisfy or afford all of their wants due to limited
resources. So he has to decide about his wants which can be satisfied
by his means. Demand reflects the decision about which want to satisfy.
That is, the affordable wants are considered as demand. So, consumer has
demand for commodity X meansi.

The consumer has want or desire for commodity x

ii.

The consumer has sufficient purchasing power to buy the commodity

iii. The consumer is willing to pay money for that commodity
So, desire or wants is changed into demand when the consumer is willing
and able to pay for what he desires.

Components of demand
Demand has three components:
i.

Desire to have the commodity

ii. Ability to pay money for that commodity
iii. Willingness to pay money for that commodity
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Definition of demand
Demand means the various quantities of a given commodity or service
which consumers would buy in one market in a given period of time at
various prices.

Determinants of demand
The factors that determine the size and amount of demand are manifold.
The term “function” is employed to show such “determined” and “determinant” relationship. For instance, we say that the quantity of a good
demanded is a function of its price
i.e., Q = f(p)
Where Q represents quantity demanded
f means function, and
p represents price of the good.
There are many important determinants of the demand for a commodity:
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1.

Price of the goods: The first and foremost determinant of the
demand for good is price. Usually, higher the price of goods,
lesser will be the quantity demanded of them.

2.

Income of the buyer: The size of income of the buyers also influences the demand for a commodity. Mostly it is true that “larger
the income, more will be the quantity demanded”.

3.

Prices of Related Goods: The prices of related goods also affect
the demand for a good. In some cases, the demand for a good will
go up as the price of related good rises. The goods so inter-related
arc known as substitutes, e.g. radio and gramophone. In some
other cases, demand for a good will comes down as the price of
related good rises. The goods so inter-related are complements,
e.g. car and petrol, pen and ink, cart and horse, etc.

4.

Tastes of the buyer: This is a subjective factor. A commodity
may not be purchased by the consumer even though it is very
cheap and useful, if the commodity is not up to his taste or liking.
Contrarily, a good may be purchased by the buyer, even though it
is very costly, if it is very much liked by him.

5.

Seasons prevailing at the time of purchase; In winter, the
demand for woolen clothes will rise; in summer, the demand for
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cool drinks rises substantially; in the rainy season, the demand for
umbrellas goes up.
6.

Fashion: When a new film becomes a success, the type of garments worn by the hero or the heroine or both becomes an article
of fashion and the demand goes up for such garments.

7.

Advertisement and Sales promotion: Advertisement in newspapers and magazines, on outdoor hoardings on buses and trains and
in radio and television broadcasts, etc. have a substantial effect on
the demand for the good and thereby improves sales.

Demand schedule
It is a list of alternative hypothetical prices and the quantities demanded
of a good corresponding to these prices. It refers to the series of quantities
an individual is ready to buy at different prices. An imaginary demand
schedule of an individual for guava is given below:
Table 1. Demand of a Consumer for guava
Price of guava per unit (in taka)
5
4
3
2

Quantity demanded of guava (pcs)
1
2
3
4

Assuming the individual to be rational in his purchasing behaviour, the
above schedule illustrates the law of demand. At Tk.5/- per guava, the consumer demands 1 piece of guava; at Tk.4/- per unit 2 pieces, at Tk.3/- per
unit 3 pieces and at Tk.2/~ per unit 4 pieces. Thus the inverse relationship
between price and demand is shown in the demand schedule.

Demand curve
When the data presented in the demand schedule can be plotted on a graph
with quantities demanded on the horizontal or X- axis and hypothetical
prices on the vertical or Y- axis, and a smooth curve is hypothetical prices
on the vertical or Y- axis, and a smooth curve is drawn Joining all the
points so plotted, it gives a demand curve. Thus, the demand schedule is
translated into a diagram known as the demand curve.
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The need to have clarity in demand analysis makes us adopt a ‘ceteris
paribus’ assumption, i.e. all other things remain the same except one. This
enables us to consider the relation between demand and each of the variable factors considered in isolation.
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d

d
Fig -1

The demand curve slopes downwards from left to right, showing the
inverse relationship between price and quantity as in Figure 1.

Law of demand
Truly, the demand curve slopes left downward to right, throughout its
length although the slope may be much steeper in some parts. It means,
demand increases with the fall in price and contracts with an increase in
price. There are several reasons responsible for the inverse price demand
relationship which has been explained as under:
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1.

Law of Diminishing Marginal Utility. The law of demand is
based on the law of diminishing marginal utility which states that
as the consumer purchases more and more units of a commodity,
the utility derived from each successive unit goes on decreasing.
It means as the price of the commodity falls, consumer purchases
more of the commodity so that his marginal utility from the commodity falls to be equal to the reduced price and vice-versa.

2.

Substitution Effect. Substitution effect also leads the demand
curve to slope from left downward to right. As the price of a commodity falls, prices of its substitute goods remain the same, the
consumer will buy more of that commodity. For instance, tea and
coffee are the substitute goods. If the price of tea goes down, the
consumers may substitute tea for coffee, although price of coffee
remains the same. Therefore, with a fall in price, the demand will
increase due to favourable substitution effect. On the other hand
with the rise in price, the demand falls due to unfavourable substitution effect. This is nothing but the application of Law of Demand.
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Why the demand curve slopes downward
Income Effect. Another reason for the downward slope of demand
curve is the income effect. As the price of the commodity falls, the
real income of the consumer goes up. Real income is that income
which is measured in terms of goods and services. For example, a
consumer has Tk.400, he wants to buy mango whose price is Tk.80
per kg. It means the consumer can buy 5 kg of mango with his
fixed income. Now, suppose the price of the mango falls to Tk.50
per kg which leads to an increase in his real income by Tk.150. In
this case, either the consumer will buy 8 kg of mango or he will
buy some other commodity with his increased income.

2.

New Consume. When the price of commodity falls, many other
consumers who were not consuming that commodity previously
will start consuming the commodity. As a result, total market
demand goes up. For example, if the price of mobile set falls, the
poor man can buy the mobile set. Consequently, the total demand
for mobiles goes up.

3.

Several Uses. Some commodities can be put to several uses which
lead to downward slope of the demand curve. When the price of
such commodities goes up they will be used for important purposes, so their demand will be limited. On the other hand, when
the price falls, the commodity in question will extend its demand.
For instance, when the price of coal increases, it will be used for
important purposes but as the price falls its demand will increase
and it will be used for many other uses.

4.

Psychological Effects. When the price of a commodity falls,
people favor to buy more which is natural and psychological.
Therefore, the demand increases with the fall in prices. For example, when the price of China 3 Litchi falls, it is purchased for all
the members of the family.

Other types of demand
Joint demand: When several commodities are demanded for a joint purpose or to satisfy a particular want. It is a case of a joint demand. Milk,
sugar and tea dust are jointly demanded to make tea. Similarly, we may
demand paper, pen and ink for writing. Demand for such commodities
in bunch is known as joint demand. Demand for land, labour, capital and
organisation for producing commodity is also a case of joint demand.
Composite demand: The demand for a commodity which can be put
to several uses is a composite demand. In this case a single product is
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wanted for a number of uses. For example, electricity is used for lighting,
heating, for running the engine, for the fans etc. Similarly coal is used in
industries, for cooking etc.
Direct and Derived demand: The demand for a commodity which
is for direct consumption, i.e.. Demand for ultimate object, is called
direct demand, e.g food, cloth, etc. Direct demand is called autonomous
demand. Here the demand is not linked with the purchase of some main
products. When the commodity is demanded as a result of the demand
for another commodity or service, it is known as the derived demand or
induced demand. For example, demand for cement is derived from the
demand for building construction; demand for tires is derived from the
demand for cars or scooters, etc.

Supply Curve
Graphical representation of a supply schedule is called supply curve.

Law of supply
Other things remaining the same, if price decreases supply will decrease
and if price increases supply will increase. This is the law of supply.

Factors affecting changes in supply
The factors causing Shifts in supply curve are
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1.

Changes in Factor Prices: If the prices of the various factors of
production fall down, it will result in lowering the cost of production and so an increase in the supply on varying prices.

2.

Changes in Technique: If an improvement in technique takes place
in a particular industry, it will help in reducing its cost of production. This will result in greater production and so an increase in
the supply of the commodity. The supply curve will shifts to the
right of the original supply curve.

3.

Improvement in the Means of Transport: The supply of the commodity may also increase due to improvement in the means of
communication and transport. If the means of transport are cheap
and fast, then supply of the commodity can be increased at a short
notice at lower price.

4.

Climatic Changes in case of Agricultural Products: The supply of
agricultural products is directly affected by the weather conditions
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and the use of the better methods of production. If rain is timely,
plentiful, well-distributed and improved methods of cultivation
are employed then other things remaining the same, there will be
bumper crop. It would then be possible to increase the supply of
the agricultural products.
Political Changes: The increase or decrease in supply may also take
place due to political disturbances in a country. If country wages
wars against another country or some kind of political disturbances
take place just as we had at the time of partition, then the channels
of production are disorganized. It results in the decrease of certain
goods the supply curve shifts to the left of originals curve.

6.

Taxation Policy: If a government levies heavy taxes on the import
of particular commodities, then the supply of these commodities is reduced at each price. The supply curve shifts to the left,
conversely, if the taxes on output in the country are low and government encourages the import of foreign commodities, then the
supply can be increased easily. The supply curve shifts to the right
of original supply curve.

7.

Goals of firms. If the firms expect higher profits in the future, they
will take the risk and produce goods on large scale resulting in larger
supply of the commodities. The supply curve shifts to the right.

Consumer Behavior
Why do consumers show different patterns of behaviours? The answer is
perceived risk. Buyer involvement is high when the perceived risk is high
and vice-versa. Assael, 1987 distinguished four types of buying behaviour, based on the following two parameters:
•

Degree of buyer involvement (High and Low)

•

Degree of differences among brands (Significant and Not Significant)

Table 2. Types of consumer behaviour
High Involvement
Complex buying behavior

Low Involvement
Significant differences
Variety seeking buying
among brands
behavior
Few differences among brands Dissonance reducing behavior Habitual buying behabiour

Complex buying behaviour
Buying behaviour is complex when products to be bought are expensive
and when many differences between different brands exist, like com-
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puters and automobiles. In the rural setting, demonstrations, targeting
opinion leaders and employing trained sales persons can be more effective for such products.

Dissonance reducing behaviour
In case of products, which are expensive but have few differences, like
furniture, the consumer is involved because these are more social products. Their style, appearance and performance will be talked about and
may result in either delight or dissonance.

Habitual buying behaviour
Products, which are frequently purchased, like salt and soap, are low
involvement items, with low cost. The consumer is not really much bothered about which brand he buys. He will generally ask for the product and
not the brand. Some may ask for a brand, however, when the preferred
brand is not available, they will ask for another brand. They usually do
not postpone the purchase and take the trouble of going to another shop.
They buy whatever is available. There is a lack of strong brand consciousness. But, there are some exceptions like cigarettes, where brand
preference is very strong.
The amount of time spent, purchase behaviour can be further classified as
under, by the nature of the purchase action

Planned purchase behaviour
The purchase is budgeted and scheduled in advance. The purchase as such
has been well thought out and predetermined.

Emergency purchase behaviour
The purchase is made in a hurry to avoid stock-out situations.

Impulse purchase behaviour
The purchase is made spontaneously, by taking a decision on the spot,
without verifying the rationality of the purchase.
Behavioural scientists regard the consumer’s decision-making process as
a problem solving or need satisfaction process. The actual act of purchase
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is just one stage in a series of mental and physical activities that occur
over a period of time. Some of these activities precede the actual buying,
while others follow it. In some cases, this period is short, while in other
cases, it can be quite long, maybe a year or more. The consumer passes
through a series of steps, while deciding of product/service he/she intends
to purchase as given below
Step-I

Need Identification/Problem awareness

Step-II

Information gathering
Section 3

Step-III Evaluation of alternative solutions
Step-IV Selection of appropriate solution
Step-V

Post purchase evaluation of decision

Consumer behavior roles
Different members of a family or the society play different roles while the
customer is making a purchase decision for a particular product. These
roles vary across different product categories.
Table 3. Role played by consumers in decision making process
Role
Initiator
Influencer
Buyer
User

Description
The individual who determines that some need or want is not being
met and authorizes a purchase to rectify the situation.
A person who by some intentional or unintentional word or action, influences the purchase decision or the actual purchase of a product/service.
The individual who actually makes the purchase transaction.
The person most directly involved in the consumption or use of
purchase.

Family dynamics in decision-making
Members of the family jointly take the decision for most of the purchases
in Bangladesh, especially in the case of consumer durables. Therefore,
the real target for the marketer should not be an individual member but
the family as a whole. The traditional rural family in Bangladesh still has
three generations staying together as joint and even extended families.
Bangladeshi families are presently in a state of flux, shifting from being
strictly hierarchical to more egalitarian in character. Several studies
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indicate the growing influence of children on their parents’ purchase
behaviour in a variety of product ranges, not just in their own purchases,
but also those made by the family unit.
It is advisable to understand market behaviour as the aggregate of the
individual’s decision making. But, this makes the predictability of markets more complex than simple economic laws would have us believe.
Different family members play a more active role during certain stages
of the buying process pertaining to different products. The marketer can
thus identify the members who play the roles of initiator and influencer
for particular products and then develop an appropriate communication
strategy targeted at them to evoke desired responses.
Firms, which underestimate their consumer’s behaviour, will have a lesser
chance to serve them. Competition is intensifying day by day and firms
have to evolve their strategies on the basis of consumer behaviour, on a
continuous basis, to stay ahead and win the race.

Customer Orientation
The customer is King; his/her decision eventually makes or breaks a
company. The biggest change that has happened in the post-liberalisation era in Bangladesh, is the multiple options that customers have today.
More quality more variety, more service and more for the every penny
being spent is available to the consumer. Acquiring things was never that
easy for Bangladeshi consumers, as it is now when the seller’s market has
transformed into a buyer’s market. In this continuously evolving scenario,
customer orientation and the ability to both get and retain customers is of
paramount concern for business.
The famous saying by Kotler “a dissatisfied customer tells to 11 persons,
a satisfied customer tells to 3 persons” is true for the urban market. But in
rural markets, this can be modified in the following way: “A dissatisfied
customer will tell to 110 persons and a satisfied one will tell to 30 persons”.
The problem with attempting to understand the rural consumer is that there
is no one distinct identity known as the rural consumer. Instead, definitions
vary depending on regions, culture and social structures. Within this broad
context, there are host of developmental factors such as literacy levels, media
awareness income levels, distance and connectivity from urban centers,
infrastructure levels etc., which also impact the definition. Most of the
socio-cultural segments are large enough to be mini markets in themselves.
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Usage of products in different sections of the society does vary, and that
demands a thorough and insightful understanding of consumer behaviour.
These differences are a function of not merely the status of the individual
consumer, but also of the stage of evolution in a wide-ranging spectrum.
A rural consumer is very different from the urban consumer and is not
always the poor cousin of his urban counterpart. Rural consumers have a
distinct personality based on a strong set of beliefs and values, which are
different from urban consumers.

The acceptance of washing machines and rejection of dish washers, or
the acceptance of Maggi noodles and rejection of cornflakes can only be
understood in terms of consumer behaviour with regard to the positioning
and marketing mix of the organisations. The factors influencing a rural
consumer’s purchase decision can be enumerated as following:
1. Socio-cultural Factors
Buying decisions in rural Bangladesh are highly influenced by social
customs, traditions and beliefs. Rural consumers being conservative in
their outlook, take a longer time to be influenced. They discuss the issue
of purchase with other villagers considered to be important and knowledgeable. But the rural youth are more open to fresh concepts, unlike their
elderly family members.
2. Group
Consumers are part of a group to which they belong. As in a group, there
emerge opinion leaders, those people who, by virtue of their competence
or acceptability, have a direct influence on others. An opinion leaders
could be a youth going to town, someone aggressive who is more educated and from the dominant family, a retired person from the armed
forces or government service, a teacher, a bank manager, a village development officer or a social worker or a dominant member of a self-help
group. The acceptability of an idea or concept by the group and by the
opinion leader is critical in rural areas.
3. Family
It is an important buying decision making organisation in consumer
markets. Family size and the roles played by family members exercise
considerable influence on the purchase decisions. Industry observers are
increasingly realising that at times, purchase of durables has less to do with
income, but has more to do with size of the family and that’s where rural
Bangladesh with joint family structures, becomes an attractive proposition.
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4. Role and Status
Role refers to the behaviour expected of an individual and status refers to
the respect given to the individual by the society. A headmaster enjoys a
higher status in a village, people trust him and his advice and opinion is
given respect during purchase and other decisions. Organisations can target
individuals enjoying respect and trust, for their product demonstration. Then
these opinion leaders can be useful in transforming the opinion of others.
5. Sociability
In the rural areas, individuals are known and identified better. The desire
to be accepted by the group makes them agreeable to group and consensus decision making.
6. Economic Factors
The quantum of income and the earning stream are one of the major
deciding factors, which determine to a great extent, what the consumer
will be able to buy. Many people in the rural market are below the poverty
line and for large number of people, agriculture is the primary occupation.
More than 70% of the people are in small-scale agricultural occupation.
These factors affect the purchase decision.
7. Political Factors
The philosophy and decisions of the ruling party and the thinking of rival
parties greatly influence the fortunes of rural people. The focus of any
political party and the government on the development of the rural population directly and indirectly, impacts the fortunes of the people residing
there. This has a direct tearing on the revenues of the companies operating in the rural market.
For example, a four-fold increase in the outlay for rural development
from the third to the sixth five year plan can have a huge impact on the
rural consumer’s buying capacity. Programs for self-employment like
the self employment program have led to increases in the potential of the
rural market year after year, due to the inflow of thousands of crores of
Taka in the rural market. The IT, telecom and infrastructure policy, which
is bringing connectivity to villages is empowering the consumer by enabling them to make informed decisions.
8. Factors which Influence the Final Choice
There are certain last minute factors that influence the overall decision.
The factors that are strong enough to be able to alter even a previously
thought-over decision, are as follows:
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Attitude of others

•

Advice of the retailer

•

Experience at the retail outlet

•

Demonstration of products

•

Unanticipated situational factors

•

Mood swing

•

Perceived risk

Section 3

•

If an organisation has to target the rural consumer and wants to develop
its marketing mix according to his needs, it is very important that it
understands the lifestyle and daily routine of rural consumers, especially
that of the rural Bangladeshi people. It is the daily lifestyle of the rural
consumers that determines to a great extent, their needs.

Rural consumer is very religious
A marketer can integrate the religious beliefs prevalent in an area into the
marketing mix. The promotional material built around religious themes is
not only going to last longer, but will be kept with care by the villagers.
Keeping this in mind, Keya introduced Halal with their products. These
gifts were kept by the rural consumers at important places of the home,
with care and were used for a long time. Such an association with a brand
is of a long-term nature and adds to the image of the brand, both in quantitative as well as qualitative terms.

Rural consumers prefer to work hard themselves
The virtue of hard work gives meaning and importance to the existence of
the villagers. Therefore, realities take pride in the hard work they put in
for making things happen and would not like to be replaced by a machine.
That’s why they are less likely to spend money on products that are costing them money for making their life a bit easier. Such products need to
be sold to them on the basis of benefits other than the ones related with
comfort and convenience.

Strong family ties and respect for family values
Rural people are relatively more conservative in their approach towards
the different socio-economic issues in day-to-day life.
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Profile of rural consumer
Although it is very important to profile the rural consumer, it is nearly
impossible to develop a single personification that can represent the
whole market accurately. As there is tremendous heterogeneity in the
rural market, there cannot be a clearly defined Bangladeshi rural consumer, because the educational backgrounds, incomes, socio-cultural
outlooks, brand behaviours and the overall awareness to the marketing
stimuli differ : from not only region to region but within the region itself.
Therefore, the marketer has to treat the rural market as a mosaic of different markets, and then develop a file of the rural consumers residing in
different socio-cultural regions of Bangladesh.
Low literacy levels, low per capita income, average agricultural productivity and low levels of industrialisation of rural areas limited their
capacity for consumption of goods and services. These factors inhibited
the enthusiasm of the marketing people to tap the rural areas in the past,
but the rapid progress agricultural and allied services have changed the
scene considerably.

Dynamism of profile of consumer behavior
The profile of the rural consumer is changing and is catching up with the
urban consumer. Unlike a few are ago, the rural youth today, are playing a
far more significant role in influencing the purchases of television sets etc.
Therefore, while developing a communication program for the rural audience, he has to take cognizance of the characteristics of the rural consumer.
The profile of the rural consumer, which determines his overall behaviour
towards consumption, is denied below, on the basis of the following parameters:
1. Traditional outlook
The rural consumers values old customs and tradition. They are resistant
to change. Rural consumers have a set of attitudes, which influence their
purchases; and these are different from those of the urban consumers. For
them, functionality is more important than style and frills.
2. Perception and its influence
In rural markets, colours, sizes and shapes are interpreted differently.
The lower literacy levels in the rural markets increases the importance
of visual influences. It is reported that Deepika—the Hindi cine actress,
leads the pack across rural markets, since her wits and idioms are of a
non-metro setting and the rural crowd identifies with him.
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3. Less exposure to marketing stimuli
The situation in rural markets with regard to the exposure to marketing communication is very different from the one that exists in urban Bangladesh:
•

Less product exposure, low exposure to branded products.

•

Low exposure, low comprehension of advertisements.

•

Limited source of information and learning.

•

Less convenient buying, low rate of retail outlets per 1000 population.

A rural consumer is very conscious of value for money. He does not like to
pay extra for frills he cannot use. His daily activity is routinised and there
is no sense of urgency in his life style. He has a very high involvement in
purchase decisions, especially when he decides to buy high end products,
which involves a few hundreds or thousands of Taka. This makes demonstration a very important tool of promotion in rural Bangladesh. He is very
rational in his purchases and because he is a first time buyer for a large
number of product categories, the promotion needs to be more educative.
5. Realistic aspirations
A rural consumer can be described as someone with realistic aspirations;
he can reach out and stretch the budget but that is done within limits only.
He is ready to spend more if he sees additional value in terms of tangible
benefits and not just psychological ones.
The rural youth is more open to fresh concepts than their elderly family
members. This difference is leading to “dual-usage” of product categories. Some of the rural households using premium brands also use
mass-market brands.
6. Concept of quality
The rural consumer’s concept of technology and quality, values the long
lasting ‘solid’ products that are useful and have low-cost maintenance.
7. Attitude towards prestige products
Although the rural consumer is a rational buyer, yet he can be interested
in products adding to his prestige. He likes to follow trends, but only if
the price of a product justifies the value equation.
8. Suspects hype and fear of being cheated
The rural society fears being laughed upon by others on account of
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being cheated. Respect is very important to them and they do not want
to become the laughing stock of the entire village. The rural consumer
suspects hype and does not want to feel cheated or fooled by the marketing gimmicks at a later stage. Therefore, marketers need to provide a
rural consumer with detailed information with regard to the product and
if possible, demonstrate the benefits in order to market their products,
especially the newly need innovative products. Simply advertising on the
mass media may not be very effective in rural for concepts that are being
introduced in the market for the first time.

Rural shopping habits: consumer insights
Along with the knowledge of the lifestyle and the profile of the rural
consumer, it is important to understand tie shopping habits of the rural
consumers. The comprehensive knowledge of these distinct ground realities with regard to rural Bangladesh, will help the strategists to develop
effective marketing strategies around them to target the rural consumers.
The shopping habits of rural folks can be summarised as:

Preference for small or medium package
Rural Bangladesh buys consumer goods in small quantities, but more frequently, almost on a weekly basis. They buy small or medium packs, as
low unit price is more important than the economy of large packs because
income flow of daily earners and farmers is very different from the one of
salaried people. Products can sold in the rural market provided the packaging
and pricing are modified as per the needs of the rural people. The success of
energy biscuits, mini pack shampoo are evidences of this phenomenon.

Role of Retailer and Opinion Leaders
Personal acquaintance with the neighbourhood retailer is a major factor
in the purchase behaviour of the rural consumer. The retailer is the
influencer for the purchase decision as he not only provides goods but
also provides the consumer with the credit for the purchase. He is also
perceived to be better informed and hence, is relied upon. Data on rural
consumer buying behaviour indicates that the rural retailer influences the
sale of products on 35% of the purchase occasions.
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Role of opinion leaders for durables

Opinion leader’s influence works only if they are considered credible
for a product category. Pepsodent dental cream endorsed by a doctor is
more acceptable, Thus, different opinion leaders need to be employed for
different product categories.
But when it comes to durables, where rational decisions are involved, it is
advisable to target the opinion leaders first and provide the touch & feel of
the product. While the urban oriented TV commercial may register a brand
with the opinion leaders and help create awareness, but for a real impact
down the line, a region specific and need specific communication program
has to be devised, which provide for demonstration and touch & feel of the
product. As most of the rural consumers could be first time buyers of the
product category, they can’t be expected to take a risk and buy a particular
brand of that category by watching a ten second commercial on the TV.
But most of the organizations have not spent enough money and time on
understanding the rural markets in a collective way. They need to have a
thorough understanding of the profile of rural consumers, their lifestyle
and shopping habits and only then can they understand the overall rural
consumer behavior. The marketer also needs to do the same thing for the
retailer, as he is a chief influencer in the buying decision.

Rural consumer’s trend towards consumption
Households are upgrading from indigenous teeth cleaning ingredients to
toothpowder and toothpaste, from traditional mosquito repellants to mats
and coils. There is also a visible shift from local and unbranded products to
regional and national brands; from low priced brands to premium brands.
Today, the bright shine of Pepsodent or some other international brand of
toothpaste holds more appeal than the traditional methods of cleaning teeth.
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Though a rural consumer gets information on products or services through
multiple sources of communication, when it comes to a decision (especially
in the durable category), he always consults others in the community. These
opinion leaders play a key role in the decision making process of a rural
consumer. But the composition of opinion leaders has undergone a change
over the years. Instead of only the village elders, today, the educated youth
of the village also play an important role. Like in the urban areas, children
who watch TV in rural areas, also influence the choice of many personal
care products that are purchased by the household.
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Another emerging trend is the rural buyer’s disenchantment with second-hand items, unless it is something like a radio, cassette recorder or
a table fan. They are increasingly going for purchasing new products,
thanks to competition, which is doing good for the consumer. This is a
positive trend and the marketers with developmental attitude will be the
one to join early on this bandwagon to the rural India. What the companies need to do is act sooner than later in studying the rural consumer in
totality, rather than acting on ?
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Marketing Mix
Marketing mix as the set of controllable, tactical marketing tools that the
firm blends to produce the response it wants in the target market. The
marketing mix consists of everything the firm can do to influence the
demand for its product.
According to Philip Kotler “Marketing mix is the set of marketing tools
that the farm uses to pursue its marketing objective in the target market.”

Section 4

The many possibilities can be collected/factors classification of these
tools called the four P’s
1. Product, 2. Price, 3. Place and 4. Promotion.
All P’s are combined to attain the best possible profits.
Figures 1 shows the particular marketing variables under each P.

Marketing Mix

Product

Price

Product Variety
Quality
Design
Brand Name
Packaging
Sizes
Services
Warranties

List Price
Discounts
Allowances
Payment Period

Promotion

Place
Channels
Locations
Transport
Inventory
Coverage
Assortments

Sales Promotion
Advertising
Personal Selling
Public Relations
Direct Marketing

Figure 1: The 4 P’s of the Marketing Mix

Major tools of marketing mix
Major tools or instruments of marketing mix are as follows
1.

Product: The most basic marketing mix tools is product-the
farm’s offer to the market which includes the product quality,
design, features, branding and packaging. A product is anything
that can be offered to a market to satisfy a want or need.
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2.

Price: A critical marketing mix tool is price, the amount of money
that customers pay for a product or service. More broadly, price is
the sum of the values that consumers exchange for the benefits of
having or using the product or service. Company has to decide on
wholesale and retail prices, discounts, allowances, and credit terms.
Price is the only element in the marketing mix that produces revenue; the other elements produce costs. Price is also one of the most
flexible elements of the marketing mix, in that it can be changed
quickly, unlike product features and channel commitments.

3.

Place: Place, another key marketing mix tool, includes the various
activities the company undertakes to make the product accessible
and available to target consumer.

4.

Promotion: Promotion, the fourth marketing mix tool, includes
all the activities the company undertakes to communicate and
promote its products to the target market. Company has to hire,
train and motivate salespeople. It has to set up communication and
promotion programs consisting of advertising, sales promotion,
public relations and direct and online marketing.
Note that the four P’s represent the seller’s view of the marketing
tools available for influencing buyers. From a consumer view
point, each marketing tool is designed to deliver a customer benefit. One marketing expert suggests that companies should view the
four P’s in terms of the customer’s four C’s.
Four P’s
Product
Price
Place
Promotion

Four C’s
Customer needs and wants
Cost of the customer
Convenience
Communication

Additional P’s of rural marketing
Apart from the conventional 4Ps, other Ps have also been suggested by
experts, like Passion and Pace.
1. Passion
Primarily, it represents an attitude, commitment and seriousness towards
serving the consumers in the rural market place. It demonstrates the
strength of will at all levels of the organisation to tap the rural market?
Potential to its optimum level. The marketer, in order to be successful in
the rural market, should blend his personal energy and passion with the
traditional marketing mix. He must be passionate about being success-ru’
in the rural market. This is further made up of three dimensions:
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a)

Passion to Earn Goodwill for the Company
Passion to earn goodwill in the rural market means attracting and
retaining the rural consumers. The passion to produce, price, place
and promote want satisfying goods and services will gain the
goodwill of the people at large and ensure quick adoption of the
product/service.

b) Passion to Serve and Educate the Consumer
Rural consumers cannot be expected to automatically take to a new
products built around innovative technologies. Organisations will
have to make a special effort to educate the rural consumer with
regard to product benefits so that he adopts a brand/product concept.
Section 4

c)

Passion to give 100% to the Rural Marketing Effort
This means an all round commitment to target the rural market.
Otherwise, the rural marketing effort will exist only on paper,
to satisfy the desire of the top management and the ground reality would be a very “itchy and halfhearted effort, the results of
which can never be as per expectation. Then, the rural market is
generally blamed as one not yet having the potential to buy the
products. And the story of the rural marketing effort has a sad
ending for the organisation.

2. Pace
Products intended to be sold in the rural market need to be launched into
the heart of the customers, at the pace required in the rural market and
not at the pace at which the company wants it to be. Whosoever reaches
the rural retailer’s shelf first is going to be successful in the rural market.
A rural retailer can stock only one or two brands for each product category. His working capital and the storing space do not allow him to store
numerous brands. He also knows his bargaining power, as consumers do
not have any other option except to buy from him.
He is also aware of the power he has on the customer on account of provision of credit and the relationship he has with him. He can sell whatever
he is stocking. Thus, companies have to reach the retailer early, before
someone else makes a dent on his limited purchasing power.
Many a corporate merely talks of seeing an opportunity in the rural markets, but success will come only to those who have a passion to succeed
in the tough terrain of the rural market and who possess the necessary
pace to serve the rural markets. The rural markets can be reached and won
only if an organisation has the required passion and pace to beat the entrepreneurial energy of small, local and regional players, who are already
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well established in the rural market because of the better terms and
margins they can offer to the retailer on account of their flexibility which
is rooted in their quick decision making process. These local and regional
players are passionately committed to these markets because they understand that their survival depends on them.

Rural marketing mix
In lieu of the traditional 4Ps model, some of the marketing practitioners
are adopting the 4As model, which is perceived to be more customer
oriented. In the 4As model, all the elements of the 4Ps model are defined
from the customer’s point of view. The 4 A’s of Rural Marketing16, i.e.
Affordability, Availability, Acceptance and Awareness, have been now
universally accepted both by practitioners and the academia, as touchstone
for the success of any product/business strategy in the rural market. What
4 P’s are to mainstream marketing, the 4A’s are for the Rural Marketing.

Affordability
The affordability factor does not mean cheaper products, but designing
products which match the needs of rural consumers, at a price that they
feel, is value for money. The pricing has to take into account not only the
income, but also the patterns in which the income is earned and making
the consumer believe that the product is actually affordable and within
their buying capacity.

Availability
Ensuring the reach of the products at the retailer’s shelf is one of the most
critical functions. Once the product reaches the shelves of the retailers first, it
more or less ensures the sale of the product. This is because of lesser number
of brands available at rural retail outlets, and influence of the retailer.

Awareness
In order to build the awareness of a product in rural India, the marketer has to
use unconventional media and below the line activities, along with the commercials on the traditional media like TV, radio and the outdoor media. While
building awareness, it is important to develop a message which the rural audiences in the different parts of India can relate to and empathise with.
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Elements like colour of packaging, logo and slogan have to be designed
according to the rural context and highlighted prominently so that consumers who can’t read in English or other languages can recognise the
product at the retail point. They should be able to differentiate between
the original and fake, and then only, the benefit of spreading the awareness will be reflected in the revenues of the company.

Acceptability

Marketing Functions
Any single activity performed in carrying a product from the point of
its production to the ultimate consumer may be termed as a marketing
function. A marketing function may have anyone or combination of three
dimensions, viz., time, space and form. The marketing functions involved
in the movement of goods from the producer to its ultimate consumer
vary from commodity to commodity, market to market, the level of
economic development of the country or region, and the final form of the
consumption. The marketing functions may be classified in various ways.
For example, Thomsen has classified the marketing functions into three
broad groups. These are:
1. Primary Functions
•

Assembling or procurement

•

Processing

•

Dispersion or Distribution

2. Secondary Functions
•

Packing or Packaging

•

Transportation

•

Grading, Standardization and

•

Quality Control

•

Storage and Warehousing
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It is very important that rural consumers feel that the product is designed
as per their needs and delivers effective solutions to their problems. The
rural consumers see the value equation more closely than their urban
counterparts. Therefore, they must feel that the product serves its purpose
and then, they are ready to even spend something extra for the product.
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•

Price Determination or Discovery

•

Risk Taking

•

Financing

•

Buying and Selling

•

Demand Creation

•

Dissemination of Market

•

Information

3. Tertiary Functions
•

Banking

•

Insurance

•

Communications – posts &

•

Telegraphs

•

Supply of Energy – Electricity

Kohls and Uhl have classified marketing functions as follows:
1. Physical Functions
•

Storage and Warehousing

•

Grading

•

Processing

•

Transportation

2. Exchange Functions
•

Buying

•

Selling

3. Facilitative Functions
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•

Standardization of grades

•

Financing

•

Risk Taking

•

Dissemination of Market

•

Information
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Huegy and Mitchell have classified marketing functions in a different
way. According to them, the classification is as follows:
1. Physical Movement Functions
•

Storage

•

Packing

•

Transportation

•

Grading

•

Distribution
Section 4

2. Ownership Movement Functions
•

Determining Need

•

Creating Demand

•

Finding Buyers and Sellers

•

Negotiation of Price

•

Rendering Advice

•

Transferring the Title to Goods

3. Market Management Functions
•

Formulating Policies

•

Financing

•

Providing organization

•

Supervision

•

Accounting

•

Securing Information

Packaging
Meaning of packing and packaging
Packing means, the wrapping and crating of goods before they are transported. Goods have to be packed either to preserve them or for delivery to
buyers. Packaging is a part of packing, which means placing the goods in
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small packages like bags, boxes, bottles or parcels for sale to the ultimate
consumers. In other words, it means putting goods on the market in the
size and pack which are convenient for the buyers.

Advantages of packing and packaging
Packaging is a very useful function in the marketing process of agricultural commodities. Most of the commodities are packed with a view to
preserving and protecting their quality and quantity during the period of
transit and storage. For some commodities, packing acts as a powerful
selling tool. The chief advantages of packing and packaging are:
1.

It protects the goods against breakage, spoilage, leakage or
pilferage during their movement from the production to the consumption point.

2.

The packaging of some commodities involves compression, which
reduces the bulk like cotton, jute and wool.

3.

It facilitates the handling of the commodity, specially such fruits
as apples, mangoes, etc., during storage and transportation.

4.

It helps in quality-identification, product differentiation, branding
and advertisement of the product, e.g., Hima peas and Amul butter.

5.

Packaging helps in reducing the marketing costs by reducing the
handling and retailing costs.

6.

It helps in checking adulteration.

7.

Packaging ensures cleanliness of the product.

8.

Packaging with labeling facilitates the conveying of instructions to
the buyers as to how to use or preserve the commodity. The label
shows the composition of the product.

9.

Packaging prolongs the storage quality of the products by providing protection from the ill effects of weather, especially for fruits,
vegetables and other perishable goods.

KATALYST experience in developing packaging materials
Plastic crates for packaging
The average post-harvest wastage rate in the vegetable sector is 20-30%,
with the loss being borne by the poor rural farmers and producers, as
well as the end consumers. A similar scenario applies across other sec-
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tors (including fish, fruit, and flowers). The poor famers (including small,
medium, and micro enterprises) lack appropriate knowledge of adequate
post-harvest management techniques and have insufficient access to quality and affordable packaging. At the same time, manufacturers of crates
and baskets (made from materials such as plastic and bamboo) are not
producing forms of packaging appropriate for these potential clients.

Constraints addressed
The constraints being addressed were the following
Supply-side constraints
•

Lack of market knowledge

Demand-side constraints
•

The manufacturers and suppliers
in the packaging material services
market do not have appropriate
knowledge about the packaging needs
of the rural agro producers/farmers’,
which results in loss of huge business
opportunity. This is an outcome of
poor information flow between packaging producers and users.
•

1

Low capacity of the service providers

Dominance of cheap and low quality
packaging materials
Because of the lack of understanding
about prevalence of wastage occurring
due to the use of traditional methods
of packaging materials and practices
throughout the different agro value chains,
the packaging users are mostly confined
to the use of poor packaging forms and
do not opt for improved and/or innovative
packaging materials and practices.

•

Lack of awareness

Katalyst is a market development project that works in the agricultural sector to increase the income of men and women in
rural areas
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With this in mind, Katalyst1 identified that in selected sectors, a high
percentage of farmers, producers and traders rely on traditional modes
of packaging (such as bamboo baskets and gunny bags) to transport their
goods. Katalyst then decided to work with regional plastic packaging
(crates, loom cover) manufacturers in key locations such as Bogra, Comilla
and Jessore with the aim that a growing number of agro traders will start
to use these packaging options and benefit in terms of lower post-harvest
loss. They would also rent/lend the plastic packages to the farmers so that
they bring fresh produces from the field. In both ways, the profit that the
agro traders make will ultimately trickle down to the farmers.
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Supply-side constraints

Demand-side constraints

The packaging service providers are
not capable of offering appropriate solutions targeting rural clients
because of their inability to assess
market demand for efficient and effective forms of packaging.
•

There is a lack of awareness from
farmer to trader level about the scale
of wastage and the benefit of using
appropriate, quality packaging materials. Lack of producers’ awareness
regarding the importance of regulatory
issues results in unethical business
practices in packaging and labeling.

Poor service offer
Because of improper knowledge of
market demand for packaging and the
low capacity to offer affordable products,
the packaging material suppliers are still
offering traditional methods of packaging
materials which are not only prone to rot
but also not very user-friendly.

Implementation of the intervention
In order to address these constraints, Katalyst undertook an intervention to
introduce plastic made packaging for selected sub-sectors i.e. vegetable,
fruits and fish. The specific objectives of this intervention were•

To facilitate introduction of the plastic made packaging for vegetables, fruits and fish through linkage workshops

•

Raise awareness among farmers and traders about using plastic
made package for their products.

•

Ensure regular supply of plastic made package (plastic crate)
through promotional campaigns

•

To increase income of the poor people involved in selected sub-sectors

Targeted beneficiaries of the intervention
•

Primary beneficiaries:
Fish farmers

•

Secondary beneficiaries:
Agro-traders (fish, vegetable, fruit)

•

Vegetable farmers

•

Service providers –Dealers of PC

•

Fruit farmers (banana and mango)

Partners of the intervention
Bengal Polymer Wares Limited (BPWL) had their plastic crates (PC)
already being used for fish transportation.Based on the company’s production capacity, strength of distribution channel, common work areas
and interest, BPWL was selected for distributing plastic crates
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Challenges and lessons learned
Introduction of new package at farmers and agro-traders was very
difficult since they were mostly change resistant. That is why
several activities had to be undertaken for motivating the package
users apart from the formal meetings.

•

BPWL had no specific PC targeting fish, vegetable or fruits. They
tried to promote their two types of PC – one with perforation for
vegetable & fruit and the other with no ventilation for fish. When
these PCs were introduced to the users, they suggested different
changes to be made for their convenience. This took longer time
to popularize PCs among the users.

•

Existing price structure of PC of BPWL was out of reach of poor
farmers. Even though the PCs were sold at subsidized price, the
users initially did not want to go for higher capital investment.
The interested ones started buying in small quantity; and with the
additional profit, they purchased more PCs. This slow rate of purchasing PC has slowed down the potential impact at farmer level.

•

The biggest learning from this intervention was that lack of awareness/information is often one of the chief constraints that impede
the growth of a sector. All the market actors pertaining to plastic
crate, when asked, responded that the other actors would not be
interested to buy PCs. There is no business viability for this as
crates are way too expensive compared to the traditional packages
like bamboo baskets, jute bags etc. Katalyst’s effort was to communicate to these actors the cost-benefit scenario of using PCs
versus the traditional packages. Once this was done, and BPWL
gave discount in PC price initially, the idea of using PC got popular, especially for long distance transportation.

Conclusion
Key findings of the assessment were:
•

By using PC, the increased income earned per transaction for
agro-traders was an average of BDT 10,898, which was BDT
1,312,786 per year.

•

PC using farmers gained benefit in 4 ways:
-- PC using agro-traders go to farm gate and offered higher price
to farmers. This happened because the products remained even
fresher and in much better as well as minimal handling and
transportation occurred. Carrying these good quality products
in PC, the traders received higher price so they offer a little
higher price to the farmers as well.
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-- PC using agro-traders sent PCs to the farm gate and the farmers
gained higher price because they provided additional service as
sorting and grading since the crated products need not further
grading or sorting. In this case, the farmers saved through less
transportation and packaging cost.
-- PC using fish traders bid higher price compared to others not
using PC. They could do so because there was no wastage of
products carried in PC and they received higher price at the
end market due to the fresher products. Thus, keeping the
additional profit in mind, these traders were in a position to
spend more for purchasing fresher fishes.
-- The PC using fish farmers directly got higher price, incurred
less wastage and transportation cost resulting in higher profit
per transaction.
•

Because of using PC at either/both agro-trader and/or agro-producer level, average total income increased for fish farmers was
BDT 18,667, for vegetable farmers is BDT 788 (partial-for half of
winter season) and BDT 11,185 (yearly-projected), and for mango
farmers was BDT 5318.

Initially, it was thought that agro-traders might not share their profits
generated out of using better packages and the only benefit farmers might
get through reduction of wastage. However, later it was found that the
agro-producers get benefit through all the ways possible.
[These numbers are based on the Impact Assessment conducted by Katalyst]

Transportation
Transportation or the movement of products between places is one of the
most important marketing functions at every stage, i.e., right from the
threshing floor to the point of consumption. Most of the goods are not
consumed where they are produced.
All agricultural commodities have to be brought from the farm to the
local market and from there to primary wholesale markets, secondary
wholesale markets, retail markets and ultimately to the consumers.
The inputs from the factories must be taken to the warehouses and from
the warehouses to the wholesalers, retailers and finally to the consumers
(farmers). Transportation adds the place utility to goods. Transport is
an indispensable marketing function. Its importance has increased with
Urbanization. For the development of trade in any commodity or in any
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area transport is a sine qua non. Trade and transport go side by side; the
one reinforces and strengthens the other.

Advantages of transport function
The main advantages of the transport function are:
Widening of the Market: Transport helps in the development or
widening of markets by bridging the gap between the producers
and consumers located in different areas. Without transport, the
markets would have mainly been local markets. The exchange
of goods between different districts, regions or countries would
be impossible in the absence of this function. The example is the
market for Rajshahi Mangoes and Khulna shrimps. The producers are located mainly in Rajshahi and Khulna; but mangoes and
shrimps are consumed throughout the country.

2.

Narrowing Price Difference over Space: The transportation of
goods from surplus areas to the places of scarcity helps in checking price rises in the scarcity areas and price falls in surplus areas
thus reduces the spatial differences in prices.

3.

Creation of Employment: The transport function provides employment to a large number of persons through the construction of roads,
loading and unloading, plying of the means of transportation, etc.

4.

Facilitation of Specialized Farming: Different areas of the country are suitable for different crops, depending on their soil and
agro climatic conditions. Farmers can go in for specialization in
the commodity most suitable to their area, and exchange the goods
required by them from other areas at a cheaper price than their
own production cost.

5.

Transformation of the Economy: Transportation helps in the transformation of the economy from the subsistence stage to the developed
commercial stage. Industrial growth is stimulated by being fed with
the raw material produced in rural areas. Manufactured goods from
industries to village or rural areas, too, can be moved.

6.

Mobility of the Factors of Production: Transport helps in
increasing the mobility of capital and labour from one area to
another. Entrepreneurs get opportunities for the investment of
their capital in newly opened areas of the country, where the prospects of profit are very bright. Moreover, transportation helps in
the migration of people in search of better remunerative jobs.

7.

Transportation Cost:The transportation cost accounts for about
50 percent of the total cost of marketing. It is higher when the
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produce is transported by bullock carts than when it is carried by
other means. The efficiency of transportation depends on the speed
and the care with which goods move from one place to another, the
extent of the facilities provided, and the degree of care with which
goods are handled en route and at terminal stations. However, there
is a need for reducing the cost of transportation.

Factors affecting the cost of transportation
Other things remaining the same, the transportation cost of a commodity
depends on the following factors:
1.

Distance: With an increase in the distance, over which a commodity is transported, the total transportation cost increases; but the
transportation cost per unit quantity of the produce decreases after
a certain distance.

2.

Quantity of the Product: The transportation cost per unit quantity
of a commodity decreases with the increase in the volume. It will
be less if a full truckload is available than it would be if only a few
quintals are transported.

3.

Mode of Transportation: The cost of transportation varies with the
mode of transportation, e.g., bullock cart, tractor, truck, railway etc.

4.

Condition of Road: The cost of transportation is less where
metalled or tar roads has been constructed than in places where
graveled roads exist or where there are no roads at all.

5.

Nature of Products: The cost of transportation per unit is higher
for the products having the following characters:
a)

Perishability (e.g., Vegetables);

b) Bulkinesss (e.g., straw);
c)

Fragility (e.g. tomatoes);

d) Inflammability (e.g., Petrol);
e)
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Requirement of a special type of facility (for example, for
livestock and milk).

6.

Availability of Return Journey consignment: If goods are also
available for transportation when a truck is to return to its starting
place, the per unit cost o transportation is less.

7.

Risk Associated: The transportation cost is less if the produce is
transported at the owners’/senders’ risk than when the risk is on
the agency transporting the produce.
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Problems in transportation of rural commodities
The problems in the transportation of agricultural commodities are very
serious because of the special factors associated with them; for example, the perishability of the produce, its bulkiness, the small quantity in
which it is available, and a large number of suppliers and purchasers. The
following are some of the important problems arising out of the transportation of agricultural commodities:
The means of transportation used are slow moving;

2.

There are more losses/damages in transportation because of the
use of poor packaging material, overloading of the produce and
poor handling, specially of fruits and vegetables, at the time of
loading and unloading;

3.

The transportation cost per 100 Tk worth of the farm produce is
higher than that for other goods. This is so because of its bulky
character and the prevailing practice of fixing charges on the basis
of weight or volume rather than on the basis of its value;

4.

There is lack of co-ordination between different transportation
agencies, e.g., the railways and truck companies. Some of the
places are not connected by railway. The produce is often transported for a part of the distance by rail and a part by trucks or
other means of transportation.

5.

The multi-guage system of railways was also a serious problem in
transportation of goods by railways. However, now the country is
moving towards a uni-guage system which augurs well for marketing of farm products.

Suggestions for improvement
The following are some of the suggestions for effecting improvements in
the transport function and reducing transport costs:
1.

There must be full utilization of the capacity of the transportation
facility in terms of the load. This would reduce the per quintal cost
of transportation.

2.

The transportation cost per quintal can be reduced by fixing the
rate of transportation for different means. At present, each agency
charges what it likes and not on the basis of any rational computation of the cost factor.
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3.

There should be a reduction in spoilage, damage, breakage and
pilferage during the period of movement as a result of better handling, packing and the use of the proper types of wagons.

4.

There should be a reduction in the barriers to inter-state movement
of the produce. If this happens, the time taken in transportation
and the quantity of the fuel consumed would be reduced.

5.

A reduction in the bulk of the produce by processing it can help in
minimizing the transport cost. For example, milk may be processed into condensed milk, butter or ghee and fruits into juices.

6.

The speed and capacity of the vehicles used in transportation
should be increased. This can be done by research in respective
areas. The speed and capacity of bullock carts can be increased by:
a)

The use of pneumatic tyres instead of the existing wooden
and iron wheels;

b) The use of springs in the axle of the cart;
c)
4.

The development of at least good all-weather roads in the areas.

It must be recognized that roads and railways are important
components of infrastructure; therefore, more public initiative in
their expansion is called for. The rail transport, though capable of
transporting agricultural commodities to longer distances in larger
quantities with greater speed but it also suffers from multi-guage
system, shortages of wagon capacity and congestion on trunk
routes. Therefore, in the overall scheme of public investment,
development of this infrastructure should receive more allocation.

Grading and Standardization
Standardization means the determination of the standards to be established
for different commodities. Pyle has defined standardization as the determination of the basic limits on grades or the establishment of model processes and
methods of producing, handling and selling goods and services.
Standards are established on the basis of certain characteristics-such as
weight, size, colour, appearance, texture, moisture content, staple length,
amount of foreign matter, ripeness, sweetness, taste, chemical content,
etc. These characteristics, on the basis of which products are standardized, are termed grade standards. Thus, standardization means making
the quality specifications of the grades uniform among buyers and sellers
over space and over time.
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Grading means the sorting of the unlike lots of the produce into different
lots according to the quality specifications laid down. Each lot has substantially the same characteristics in so far as quality is concerned. It is
a method of dividing products into certain groups or lots in accordance
with predetermined standards. Grading follows standardization. It is a
sub-function of standardization.

Types of grading
Grading may be done on the basis of fixed standards or variable standards. It is of three types:
Fixed Grading / Mandatory Grading: This means sorting out
of goods according to the size, quality and other characteristics
which are of fixed standards. These do not vary over time and
space. It is obligatory for a person to follow these grade standards
if he wants to sell graded products. For a number of agricultural
commodities, grade standards have been fixed by the Agricultural
Marketing Advisor, Government of Bangladesh, and it is compulsory to grade the produce according to these grade specifications.
Individuals are not free to change these standards. The use of
mandatory standards is compulsory for the export of the agricultural commodities to various countries.

2.

Permissive / Variable Grading: The goods are graded under
this method according to standards, which vary over time. The
grade specifications in this case are fixed over time and space, but
changed every year according to the quality of the produce in that
year. Under this method, individual choice for grading is permitted. In Bangladesh, grading by this method is not permissible.

3.

Centralized / Decentralized Grading: Based on the degree of
supervision exercised by the government agencies on grading of
various farm products, the programme can be categorized into
centralized and decentralized grading.

Under the centralized grading system, an authorized packer either sets up
his own laboratory manned by qualified chemists or seeks access to an
approved grading laboratory set up for the purpose by the state authorities / co-operatives / associations / private agencies. Grading in respect
of commodities such as ghee, butter and vegetable oils where elaborate
testing facilities are needed for checking purity and assessing quality has
been placed under centralized grading system.
The decentralized grading system is implemented by State Marketing
Authorities under the overall supervision and guidance of the Directo-
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rate of Marketing and Inspection. This is followed in those commodities
which do not require elaborate testing arrangements for quality assessment. The examples are fruits, vegetables, eggs, cereals and pulses. For
these commodities, the grade of the produce is determined on the basis of
physical characteristics.

Advantages of grading
Grading offers the following advantages to different groups of persons:
1.

Grading before sale enables farmers to get a higher price for
their produce. Grading also serves as an incentive to producers to
market the produce of better quality.

2.

Grading widens the market for the product, for buying can take
place between the parties located at distant places on the telephone
without any inspection of the quality of the product.

3.

Grading reduces the cost of marketing by minimizing the expenses
on the physical inspection of the produce, minimizing storage
loses, reducing its bulk, minimizing advertisement expenses and
eliminating the cost of handling and weighing at every stage.

4.

Grading makes it possible for the farmer –
a)

To get easy finance when commodities are stored;

b)

To get the claims settled by the railways and insurance companies;

c)

To get storage place for the produce;

d) To get market information;
e)

To pool the produce of different farmers;

f)

To improve the “keeping” quality of the stored products by
removing the inferior goods from the good lot; and

g) To facilitate futures trading in a commodity.
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5.

Grading helps consumers to get standard quality products at fair
prices. It is easier for them to compare the prices of different qualities of a product in the market. It minimizes their purchasing risk,
for they will not get a lower quality product at the given price.

6.

Grading contributes to market competition and pricing efficiency.
The product homogeneity resulting from grading can bring the
market closer to perfect competition, encourages price competition among sellers, and reduces extraordinary profits.
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Thus, the grading of product is beneficial to all the sections of society;
i.e., the producers, traders and consumers of the product.

Storage
Storage is an important marketing function, which involves holding and
preserving goods from the time they are produced until they are needed
for consumption. Storage is an exercise of human foresight by means of
which commodities are protected from deterioration, and surplus supplies
in times of plenty are carried over to the season of scarcity. The storage
function, therefore, adds the time utility to products.

1.

Agricultural products are seasonally produced, but are required for
consumption throughout the year. The storage of goods, therefore,
from the time of production to the time of consumption, ensures a
continuous flow of goods in the market;

2.

Storage protects the quality of perishable and semi – perishable
products from deterioration;

3.

Some of the goods, e.g., woolen garments, have a seasonal
demand. To cope with this demand, production on a continuous
basis and storage become necessary;

4.

It helps in the stabilization of prices by adjusting demand and supply;

5.

Storage is necessary for some period for the performance of other
marketing functions. For example, the produce has to be stored till
arrangements for its transportation are made, or during the process
of buying and selling, or the weighment of the produce after sale,
and during its processing by the processor;

6.

The storage of some farm commodities is necessary either for
their ripening (e.g., banana, mango, etc.) or for improvement in
their quality (e.g., rice, pickles, cheese, tobacco, etc.); and

7.

Storage provides employment and income through price advantages. For example, middlemen store food grains by purchasing
them at low prices in the peak season and sell them in the other
seasons when prices are higher.

Risks in Storage
The storage of agricultural commodities involves three major types of
risks. These are:
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Quantity Loss: The risks of loss in quantity may arise during storage
as a result of the presence of rodents, insects and pests, theft, fire, etc.
Dehydration too, brings about an unavoidable loss in weight. It has been
estimated that about 10 million tones of food grains are lost every year
because of poor and faulty storage.
Quality Deterioration: The second important risk involved in the storage
of farm products is the deterioration in quality, which reduces the value
of the stored products. These losses may arise as a result of attack by
insects and pests, the presence of excessive moisture and temperature, or
as a result of chemical reaction during the period of storage. Dehydration
of fruits, vegetables and meat during storage may lower their sale value.
Butter, if not properly stored, may become rancid, which reduces its sale
value. The loss in the quality of farm products varies with their quality at
the time of storage, the method of storage and the period of storage.
Price Risk: This, too, is an important risk involved in the storage of farm
products. Prices do not always rise enough during the storage period to
cover the storage costs. At times they fall steeply, involving the owner in
a substantial loss. Farmers and traders generally store their products in
anticipation of price rise and they suffer when prices fall.

Processing
Processing is an important marketing function in the present-day marketing of agricultural commodities. A little more than 100 years ago, it was a
relatively unimportant function in marketing. A large proportion of farm
products were sold in an unprocessed form and a great deal of the processing was done by the consumers themselves.
Meaning
The processing activity involves a change in the form of the commodity.
This function includes all of those essentially manufacturing activities
which change the basic form of the product. Processing converts the raw
material and brings the products nearer to human consumption. It is concerned with the addition of value to the product by changing its form.
Advantages
The processing of agricultural products is essential because very few farm
products – milk, eggs, fruits and vegetables – are consumed directly in
the form in which they are obtained by the producer – farmer. All other
products have to be processed into a consumable form.
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Processing is important, both for the producer – sellers and for consumers. It increases the total revenue of the producer by regulating the supply
against the prevailing demand. It makes it possible for the consumer to
have articles in the form liked by him.
The specific advantages of the processing function are:
It changes raw food and other farm products into edible, usable
and palatable forms. The value added by processing to the total
value produced at the farm level varies from product to product. It
is nearly 7 percent for rice and wheat, about 79 percent for cotton
and 86 percent for tea. It is generally higher for commercial crops
than for food crops. Examples of the products in this group are:
the processing of sugarcane to make sugar, gur, oilseeds processing to make oil; grinding of food grains to make flour; processing
of paddy into rice; and conversion of raw mango into pickles.

2.

The processing function makes it possible for us to store perishable
and semi – perishable agricultural commodities which otherwise
would be wasted and facilitates the use of the surplus produce of
one season in another season or year. Examples of the processing
of the products in this group are: drying, canning and pickling of
fruits and vegetables, frozen goods, conversion of milk into butter,
ghee and cheese and curing of meat with salting / smoking.

3.

The processing activity generates employment. The baking industry, the canning industry, the brewing and distilling industry, the
confectionary industry, the sugar industry, oil mills and rice mills
provide employment to a large section of society.

4.

Processing satisfies the needs of consumers at a lower cost. If it
is done at the door of the consumer, it is more costly than if it is
done by a firm on large scale. Processing saves the time of the
consumers and relieves them of the difficulties and botherations
experienced in processing.

5.

Processing serves as an adjunct to other marketing functions, such
as transportation, storage and merchandising.

Processing widens the market. Processed products can be taken to distant
and overseas markets at a lower cost.

Branding
In this section, we’ll walk through the basic practice of creating a brand
by identifying your audience and the messages you want them to receive
about your farm.
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What is a brand?
The most elemental component of a marketing effort is a brand. Your brand
is the story that you tell about your farm, the values that you communicate,
and the sense that customers have of your business. Ask yourself: “When
someone thinks of my farm, what comes to mind?” The answer defines
your current brand: your brand is what your customers think of your farm
business. If your current brand does not align with your self-perception,
your values, or your goals, then it is not as strong a brand as it could be.
Public perception should align with your vision of your business.

Solidify your values and vision
Step 1
Think about your business and why you run the farm that you do.
What about your farm is most exciting to you? What values drive your
decision-making the most? What makes you unique? Write down the
adjectives and descriptive phrases that come to mind. They don’t have to
be clever or form a coherent tagline – a brainstorm is fine.
Step 2
Write down your “elevator speech,” the 20-second spiel you would give
if you have only an elevator ride to introduce yourself and your business
to someone new. Think carefully about the core identity that you want to
communicate; this shouldn’t just be a laundry list of what you grow.

Identifying your audience
Step 1
Begin by identifying your core customers. These are the top ten customers who, if you work to understand and target them better, will help you
refine your brand identity. Think about the people who show up as soon
as you open for the season, the people who call to ask when their favorite
crop is coming into season, or the people who respond to any communications you release.
Step 2
Talk to your core customers one-on-one about what they like about your
business. Why do they choose to purchase your products? These customers have identified something that appeals to them in your existing
self-presentation, so they can offer great insight into your strengths and
into any areas that your current brand may not align with your goals.
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They can also help you to identify other services, products, or markets
that might be appropriate for you.
Step 3
Once you have a sense of what drives your core customers and what they
think about your business, it’s time to identify your target audience. This is the
larger group of people whose attention you want to catch through your branding. Identifying the people you want to reach and beginning to strategize about
how to reach them is how you begin to develop a marketing strategy.

Your Values
These questions focus on honing the image that you want to consistently
project through all the ways that you communicate with existing and
potential customers. This is based on your values and the values of your
target audience.
1.

Brainstorm the adjectives and descriptive phrases that you want to
communicate about your business (for example, sophisticated and
luxurious, or homey and family-oriented).

2.

Write down your “elevator speech,” the 20-second introduction
you would give a new person about your business.

3.

Take notes on your conversations with your core customers. What
phrases and words are they consistently using to describe your
business? Why do they choose you?

Review: Compare your own list and elevator speech with the feedback
from your core customers. How can you fine-tune your messaging so that
it resonates more successfully with shoppers?

Your offerings
These questions focus on the tangible offerings (the products and services) that you will highlight in order to bring customers to your business.
1.

What products, services, or conveniences do you offer customers?
How do customers benefit from your offerings?

2.

List the products, services, or conveniences that customers and the
public are currently most aware of.

3.

What are the most popular products among your target audience?
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4.

What products or services do you want to highlight? Think about
the products that are or could be the most popular with your
target audience.

Marketing Tool: Social Media
There are many ways in which businesses can successfully use web-based
tools to promote their businesses. Facebook, Twitter, blogs, and email
newsletters allow you to actively reach out to and engage with customers. As with any other marketing tool, you must evaluate each of those
options by thinking about what they can do for you and what they require
of you to be used effectively.
Website
Websites are not technically social media; they are static and passive.
However, if you intend to have an online presence, you should have a
website as a home base. Websites are flexible and expandable, and can
provide a permanent home for all your content (such as newsletters,
recipes, photos, etc). Having an attractive website also provides more
credibility than just having a Facebook page, for example. See the section
on website design, page 13, for more information.
Blog
Blog software has gotten sophisticated enough that a blog could function
as your website, if it was laid out in a traditional website format and used
like a website. A blog can also exist in addition to a more traditional website and be used for timely updates or musings. If you are thinking about
using a blog in this way, consider:
Pros
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•

Appropriate for small, timely updates. You may not want to
change the home page of your home page very often, but a blog
can be updated whenever a new crop comes in or a lamb is born.

•

Blog structure is useful if you have a lot of content. A large recipe
library can be easily navigated on a blog.

•

Blogs can be used for informal content that may not otherwise
be important enough to dominate your home page. If you want to
share your thoughts on the season, a link to an interesting video,
or a funny picture, using a blog is a good format.

•

Readers can opt to get automatic updates through a blog aggregator.
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Cons
•

Blogs should be regularly updated. Traffic will drop off if you do
not update often.

•

Requires a certain skill level with writing or photography. You
must be able to develop quality content on a regular basis in order
to maintain interest.

•

If you fixate on creating a successful blog rather than thinking
about how a good blog can serve your farm, you can waste a lot of
time on this. Are you marketing goals going to be served by what
you can do on a blog? Will it help you reach your target audience?

Email newsletters can be used for updates throughout the seasons about
new products and markets, and to give existing customers some insight
into you and your business. Note: do not buy an email list or add people
without their consent. You MUST have an opt-out option on every email.
Pros
•

Email newsletters are often referred to as permission or consent marketing, meaning that customers have given you permission to contact
them about your offerings. This means that you have a direct line to
people who you know are interested in you and your product.

•

Enewsletters can either contain content themselves, or just lead
customers to your blog or website.

Cons
•

Content is encapsulated in email unless you also post it somewhere else. So if you are sharing recipes through your email
newsletter but not maintaining a recipe section on your website,
there is no way for new customers to find them, and even your
email recipients will have to dig through their emails for them.

•

Not useful for extremely regular updates. Do not send an email
more than once a week.

•

One-way communication. Unlike Facebook or even the comment
section of a blog, email newsletters don’t engage customers in
dialogue. That may not be a drawback, depending on your goals.

Facebook
Facebook is free, intuitive to use, and can be an excellent way to build a
rapport with customers.
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Pros
•

Appropriate for short, timely updates. Unlike an email newsletter,
you can post updates to Facebook daily.

•

Enables dialogue with customers. This can build a sense of connection with customers. It’s worth noting that the commenting features
potentially open you up to public critique, so you should consider
in advance how you will respond to any difficult comments.

•

Proactive. Like an email newsletter, Facebook reaches people
through media that they commonly use.

•

Allows customers and other businesses to share your information with
their networks. Many customers “like” pages casually and easily.

•

Informal and personal. You can be quirky and casual on Facebook
– it’s a way to show the people behind the business.

Cons
•

Don’t start it if you can’t maintain it. People will not see your
page if you do not regularly post content.

•

Requires regular attention: you need to check it often enough to
respond to customers in a timely way.

•

Not a good host for complex or lengthy content. If you plan to
share lots of recipes or want to post nuanced thoughts, consider one
of the long-form outreach tools, like an email newsletter or blog.

Twitter
Twitter is relatively new, and has not been adopted by small businesses
in the way that Facebook has. Like Facebook, Twitter is appropriate for
short, timely updates. It is much faster-paced than Facebook- multiple
daily tweets is fine, and possibly even necessary if you want your page to
be noticed. One feature that distinguishes Twitter from Facebook is that
it allows topic-based interactions, so people can find you either through
personal networks, or through discussions about specific topics. The
challenges of Twitter are that it is fast-paced and dense, making it easy to
get lost in the stream of information. It requires active use to yield results,
and real effort to build a following. If you already use Twitter, there is no
harm in using it for your business. But if you are interested in experimenting with social media, we recommend using Facebook.
Marketing Channels
Marketing channels are routes through which products move from producers to consumers. The length of the channel varies from commodity
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to commodity, depending on the quantity to be moved, the form of consumer demand and degree of regional specialization in production.
Definition
•

According to Kohls and Uhl – Marketing channel are the alternative routes of products flow from producer to consumers.

•

According to Moore et al, - the chain of intermediaries through
whom the various commodities pass from producers to consumers
constitute their marketing channels.

i.

Direct Channel: The direct channel or short channel is one
wherein the farm chooses to sell direct to consumers without
engaging any intermediaries.
Producer → Consumer

ii. Indirect Channel: Indirect or long channel is one wherein
the company chooses to engage intermediaries in order to
channelize its products and services to consumers.
Producer →Wholesaler → Retailer → Consumer
Factors governing the choice of channel
A) Market Factors
a)

Consumers
i.

Number: Where the number of consumers is large, manufacturers opt for a relatively indirect channel and where the
number of consumers is small, direct channel is economical.

ii. Location: Where consumers are concentrated in a small
geographic location, direct channel is appropriate and where
consumers are dispersed over a wide area indirect channel
would be the right choice.
iii. Purchase pattern: Where consumer purchases are frequent
and in small size, it is advantageous to select an indirect
channel but if the purchase is deliberative, it would always be
useful to use direct channel.
d) Intermediaries: If, for example, the terms and conditions
expected by wholesalers are unfavorable, a manufacturer would
like to assume some of the wholesaling functions himself and
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channelize his products through retailers, thereby, bypassing
wholesalers.
e)

Competitors: The distribution channel used by competitors also
influences the channel choice because it may be the customary
channel used by all those operating in the field.

Creating access to quality seeds for small and marginal farmers
through Mobile Seed Vendors by incorporating them in the mainstream seed marketing channel
Mobile Seed Vendors (MSVs) play an informal yet significant role in
the seed distribution channel. MSVs are small scale seed sellers who
sell seeds (either loose or small size or sachet packs) in weekly haat/
bazaars targeting different villages, reaching last mile small and marginal farmers. These farmers, including homestead gardeners in the rural
community depend largely on MSVs for seeds. However, MSVs lack
access to sources and information on good quality seeds, thereby selling
mostly poor quality and non-branded seeds sourced from general farmers
and local seed retail shops. Hence, the productivity of small and marginal
farmers, especially vegetable farmers, who by tradition source poor quality seeds from MSVs, has been significantly below optimum levels.
With a view to effectively utilize the existing informal network that
MSVs maintain, to distribute good quality seeds, Katalyst and Lal Teer
Seeds Ltd. (LTSL) collaborated to implement a one year pilot project ,
whereby MSVs were incorporated in the mainstream seed distribution
channel. The project was implemented in six upazilas of Greater Rangpur
and Bogra, during late winter and summer seasons.
Impact on MSVs
The trainings provided to the MSVs increased their knowledge on the
source of good quality seeds, benefits of using good quality seeds, Hybrid
seeds and new and improved methods of vegetable cultivation. As a result,
they are acting as more credible sources of information for their clients- the
small and marginal farmers. The MSVs effectively used the demonstration plots, field days, community meetings and promotional materials as
means of promoting packed seeds of LTSL. A major impact of all these
activities for MSVs have been an increase in the size of their clientele base
by 20%. The intervention helped MSVs to develop formal linkages with
LTSL, DAE officials, resource farmers and opinion leaders, which not only
allowed them more access to information on good quality seeds, but also
motivated them to promote and sell good quality seeds to their customers.
MSVs involved in the project realized the advantages of the system, which
caused several to start acquiring their own trade licenses. The use of packed
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seeds amongst MSVs’ customers/farmers in the region has increased by
50-70% after the intervention. The following case of Mr. Alamgir Hossain
summarizes the impact of the intervention on MSVs.

Impact on Farmers
Through the project, at least 5000 small and marginal farmers were
reached. Farmers had been divided into two categories for the purpose
of the intervention- lead farmers or resource farmers and other medium,
small and marginal farmers. The major benefit that the resource farmers
drew from the project is the extensive training on usage of good quality
seeds and crop management. The resource farmers have been found to be
directly applying their knowledge in their own plots, along with disseminating useful information to other marginal farmers. Md. Ali Hamid of
Gabtoli for example gives information to at least 20 farmers per season.
The impact on the marginal farmers has been of two kinds. They benefited directly from the linkage between MSVs and LTSL, since their
chief source of seeds is resorting to providing them with better quality
seeds. On the other hand, these farmers have gained knowledge on crop
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Case: Md. Alamgir Hossain, a Mobile Seed Vendor (MSV) from Gabtoli, Bogra,
sells all kind of vegetable seesd and participated in the LTSL training. He has
been engaged in seed business for the last 25 years. As an MSV he visits 3
haats of Gabtoli and caters to 12 sorrounding villages. Before the training 50%
of Alamgir’s seed was local loose seeds. After knowing the benefits of selling
good quality packed seeds, 70% of Alamgir’s products now comprise of packed
seeds. His client base has increased from 30 to 50 per haat day and income has
increased from TK. 300 to TK. 500 per haat day. This increase in income has
encouraged him to think of establishing a permanent shop in the haats. Alamgir
also provides general cultivation information to the farmers and finds it profitable for his business. Alamgir has said that his seed selling becomes easier in
those haats where Lal Teer has Information Haat Day. He also feels pleased to
be recognized by the seed company and taking them in the main stream business.
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cultivation techniques, proper use of pesticides and fertilizer, and sources
of good quality seeds from demonstration plots, community meetings
and Information Haat Days. A more informed and cooperating group of
MSVs, resource farmers, opinion leaders and LSPs who often visited their
plots, has also proven useful for these farmers, who did not receive any
such assistance prior to the intervention.
Farmer’s use of packet seed has increased significantly and most of them
are satisfied with the quality of the packet seed. They have reported to
have a 10% increase in yield after using the good quality seeds. All the
farmers interviewed also said that they can recognize LTSL seed and ask
for it from retailers/MSVs.
Impact on LTSL (Seed Company)
LTSL has a widely spread sales and marketing channel with 19 regional
offices located in 19 districts. 105 sales and marketing personnel are
working under those offices to reach the distributors, retailers and farmers. The key channel to reach the last mile small and marginal farmers
is through MSVs. Therefore, incorporating the MSVs in the main seed
distribution channel gave LTSL an exposure to the small and marginal
farmers, thus strengthening and widening their distribution channel.
LTSL incorporated 4 of these MSVs as dealers and 14 of them as sub-dealers. Since MSVs have started acting as promoters of good quality seeds to
the marginal farmers, LTSL seeds got extensive exposure to this particular market. It helped LTSL to sell 400 kgs of vegetable seeds and 12 ton
Hybrid rice seeds through this new channel in 2008-09. The success of the
intervention led LTSL to replicate the model in their distribution channels
in other parts of the country. They have already trained 200 new MSVs of
10 districts and established linkages between their own distributors and
MSVs to ensure proper access to their seeds. Given that in the 228 demo
plots and 144 field days conducted under the pilot project, a total of 5000
small and marginal farmers were reached, LTSL aims to reach at least
20,000 new farmers with their new base of 200 trained MSVs.
Learning, conclusion and next steps
The basic lesson learnt from the pilot project is that MSVs can be an
extremely useful actor in the seed distribution channel, owing to their
extensive network, reach and credibility amongst the small and marginal
farmers. While the intervention allowed LTSL (seed company) to promote
its own seeds and strengthen its own distribution channel, it also created
easy access to information and good quality seeds for the farmers. As a
result farmers not only had the opportunity to procure good quality seeds,
but also to effectively cultivate them and reap optimum yields.
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Product factors
Industrial/consumer product: When the product being manufactured
direct channel is useful and in case of consumer products and as such
indirect channels are usually most suitable.
Perishable Nature: When products are of perishable nature it is useful to
opt for direct channel.
Standardization: When products are made for consumer markets, and
standardized, indirect channel is the most appropriate.

Technicality: When a product is very technical and complex direct channel is relatively more useful.
Seasonality: Indirect channel is performed for seasonal products with
agent middlemen appearing in between.
Newness and market acceptance: For new products with high degree
of market acceptance, indirect channel loyalty and aggressive selling by
intermediaries is most appropriate.
Product line: When a farm’s product mix is composed of a large number
of product items, the direct channel therefore is the obvious choice.
Price Stability: When it is occurred frequent price changes, it is always
useful to use the direct channel.

Company factors
Financial Strength: A financial strong company may conveniently opt
for direct channel and vice versa.
Past channel experience: If a farm have past experience it is most appropriate to select direct channel.
Marketing Policies: For example, when a company has a policy of
heavy advertising and sales promotion, it would like to choose a relatively indirect channel.
Reputation: Reputed companies opt to follows direct channel and vice versa.
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Market control desired: The desire for maximum control goes well with
direct channel; the channel directness gets reduced, by and large proportionately, with the reduction in desire for market control.

Environmental factors
Economic: Channel directness is preferable in times of recession and
indirectness in times of inflation.
Legal: However, the legislative and other restrictions imposed by the
state are extremely formidable and give final shape to the channel choice.

Financial factors
Sales volume and distribution cost, R1= (S1-C1/C1)
Where, R1= Return on Investment, S1= Estimated Sales and C1= Estimated Cost
It is an important factor to choose a channel. If Company wanted to earn
highest profit then direct channel must be choose and vice versa.

Marketing Costs
The cost involved in moving the product from the point of production to
the point of consumption, i.e. the cost of performing the various marketing functions and of operating various marketing agencies. Marketing
costs are the actual expenses required in bringing goods and services from
the producer to the consumer.
Example: - Cost of packing, transport, weighmen, loading, unloading,
losses and spoilages.
Marketing costs would normally include
i.

Handling charges at local point

ii. Assembling charges
iii. Transport and storage costs
iv. Handling by wholesaler and retailer charges to customers
v.
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Expenses on secondary service like financing, risk taking and
market intelligence
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vi. Profit margins taken out by different agencies.
Total cost of marketing of commodity,
C = Cf + Cm1 + Cm2 + . . . + Cmi
Where, C= Total cost of marketing of the commodity
Cf = Cost paid by the producer from the time the produce leaves till he sells it

Objectives of studying marketing costs
1.

To ascertain which intermediaries are involved between producer
and consumer.

2.

To ascertain the total cost of marketing process of commodity.

3.

To compare the price paid by the consumer with the price received
by the producer.

4.

To see whether there is any alternative to reduce the cost of marketing.

Factors affecting the cost of marketing
The factors which affect the marketing costs are:
Perishability of the product: The cost of marketing is directly related
to the degree of perishability. The higher the perishability, the greater the
cost of marketing and vice versa.
Extent of loss in storage and transportation: If the loss in the quality
and quantity of product, arising out of wastage or spoilage or shrinks
during the period of storage or in the course of transportation is substantial, the marketing cost will go up.
Volume of the product handled: The larger the volume of business or
turnover of a product, the less will be the per unit cost of marketing.
Regularity in the supply of the product: If the supply of the product is
regular throughout the year, the cost of marketing on per unit basis will
be less than in a situation of irregular supply or supply restricted to a few
months of the year.
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Cmi = Cost incurred by the ith middlemen in the process of buying and
selling the products.
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Extent of packaging: The cost of marketing is higher for the commodities requiring packaging.
Extent of adoption of grading: The cost of marketing of ungraded product
is higher than that of the products in which grading can be easily adopted.
Necessity of demand creation: If substantial advertisement is needed to create
the demand of prospective buyers, the total cost of marketing will be high.
Bulkiness of the product: The marketing cost of bulky products is higher
than that of which are not bulky.
Need for retailing: The greater the need for the retailing of a product, the
higher the total cost of marketing.
Necessity of storage: The cost of the storage of a product adds to the
cost of marketing, whereas the commodities which are produced and sold
immediately without any storage attract lower marketing cost.
Extent of risk: The greater the risk involved in the business for a product, the higher is the cost of marketing.
Facilities extended by the dealers to the consumers: The greater the facilities
extended by the dealer to the consumer ( such as return facility for the product,
home delivery facility, the facility of supply of goods on credit, the facility of
offering entertainment to buyers etc.), the higher the cost of marketing.

Ways of reducing marketing costs of farm products
Increase the efficiency
An Increase in the efficiency of marketing can be brought about by a wide
range of activities between producer and consumers. Some major areas in
which improved efficiency may result in a reduction in marketing costs are:
Increasing the volume of business: By increasing the quantity to be
handled at a time one can effectively reduce marketing costs and increase
marketing efficiency.
Improved handling methods: The new methods of handling, such as
pre-packaging of perishable products, the use of fast transportation means,
the development of cold storages and an efficient use of labour are some of
the methods by which efficiency may be increased and costs reduced.
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Managerial control: The adoption of proven management techniques
increases efficiency. By a constant monitoring of costs and returns, the
efficiency at each stage in marketing may be stepped up.
Change in marketing practices: Changes in marketing practices (such
as sale of orange juice instead of orange, retailing food services through
super markets, and integration of marketing functions) reduce marketing
costs and increase efficiency.
Reducing profits in marketing at various stages

The adoption of hedging operations, improvements in market news service, grading and standardization and
Increasing the competition in the marketing of farm products
Producer’s share in consumer’s taka: It is the price received by the
farmer expressed as a percentage of the retail price (i.e. the price paid
by the consumer). The Producer’s share in consumer’s taka (Ps) may be
expressed as follows:
PF
Ps = ---- x 100
Pr
Where,
Ps = Producers share
PF = Price received by the farmer
Pr = Retail price paid by the consumer
Marketing margins
Margin refers to the difference between the price paid and received by
a specific marketing agency, such as a single retailer, or by any type of
marketing agency such as retailers or assemblers or by any combination
of marketing agencies such as the marketing system as a whole.
Absolute margin is expressed in taka. A percentage margin is the absolute difference in price (absolute margin) divided by the selling price.
Mark-up is the absolute margin divided by the buying price or price paid.
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Profits in the marketing of agricultural commodities are often the largest
because of the inherent risk at various stages of marketing. The risk may
be reduced by:
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Marketing margin of a Middleman: There alternative measures may be used.
The three alternative measures which may be used in estimating market
margin are.
a)

Absolute margin of ith middlemen (Ami) = PRi –(PPi + Cmi)

b) Percentage margin of ith middlemen (Pmi)
=

c)

PRi - (PPi + Cmi)
--------------------- X 100
PRi

Mark-up of ith middleman (M2)
PRi - (PPi + Cmi)
= -------------------- X 100
Ppi

Where,
PRi = Total value of receipts per unit (sale price)
Ppi = Purchase value of goods per unit (purchase price)
Cmi = Cost incurred on marketing per unit.
The margin includes profit to the middlemen and returns to storage, interest on capital, overheads and establishment expenditure.

Concepts of marketing margins
There are two concepts of marketing margins.
1. Concurrent margins
These refer to the difference between the prices prevailing at successive
stages of marketing at a given point of time. For example, the difference
between the farmers’s selling price and retail price on a specific date is
the total concurrent margin. Concurrent margins do not take into account
the time that elapses between the purchase and sale of the produce.
2. Lagged Margins
A lagged margin is the difference between the price received by a seller at
a particular stage of marketing and the price paid by him at the preceding
stage of marketing during an earlier period. The length of time between
the two points denotes the period for which the seller has held the prod-
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uct. The lagged margin concept is better because it takes into account
the time that elapse between buying and selling of a commodity by the
intermediaries and also between the sale by the farmer and the purchase
by the consumer.
Price spread
The difference between the price paid by the consumer and price received
by the farmer is termed as price spread. It involves various costs incurred
by various intermediaries and their margins.

Co-operative marketing
Section 4

Meaning
A co-operative sales association is a voluntary business organization
established by its member to market farm products collectively for their
direct benefit. It is governed by democratic principles, and savings are
distributed to the members on the basis of their share. The members are
the owners, operators and contributors of the commodities and are the
direct beneficiaries of the savings that accrue to the society.
In a co-operative marketing society, the control of the organization is in
the hands of the farmers, and each member has one vote irrespective of
the number of shares purchased by him. The profit earned by the society
is distributed among the members on the basis of the quantity of the produce marketed by him. In other words, co-operative marketing societies
are established for the purpose of collectively marketing the products of
the member farmers. It emphasizes the concept of commercialization. Its
economic motives and character distinguish it from other associations.
These societies resemble private business organization in the method of
their operations; but they differ from the capitalistic system chiefly in
their motives and organizations.

Functions of cooperative marketing
The main functions of co-operative marketing societies are:
i.

To market the produce of the members of the society at fair prices;

ii. To safeguard the members for excessive marketing costs and malpractices;
iii. To make credit facilities available to the members against the
security of the produce brought for sale;
iv. To make arrangements for the scientific storage of the members’ produce;
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v.

To provide the facilities of grading and market information, this
may help them to get a good price for their produce;

vi. To introduce the system of pooling so as to acquire a better
bargaining power than the individual members having a small
quantity of produce for marketing purposes;
vii. To act as an agent of the government for the procurement of foodgrains and for the implementation of the price support policy;
viii. To arrange for the export of the produce of the members so that
they may get better returns;
ix. To make arrangements for the transport of the produce of the
members from the villages to the market on collective basis and
bring about a reduction in the cost of transportation; and
x.

To arrange for the supply of the inputs required by the farmers,
such as improved seeds, fertilizers, insecticides and pesticides.

Types of cooperative marketing
On the basis of the commodities dealt in by them, the co-operative marketing societies may be grouped into the following types:
(i) Single Commodity Co-operative Marketing Societies
They deal in the marketing of only one agricultural commodity. They get
sufficient business from the farmers producing that single commodity. The
examples are Sugarcane Co-operative Marketing Society, Cotton Co-operative
Marketing Society and Oilseed Growers Co-operative Marketing Society.
(ii) Multi-Commodity Co-operative Marketing Societies
They deal in the marketing of a large number of commodities produced
by the members, such as foodgrains, oilseeds and cotton. Most of the
co-operative marketing societies in India are of this type.
(iii) Multi-purpose, Multi-commodity Co-operative Marketing Societies
These societies market a large number of commodities and perform such
other functions as providing credit to members, arranging for the supply
of the inputs required by them, and meeting their requirements of essential domestic consumption goods.
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Advantages of cooperative marketing society in Bangladesh
The advantages that may accrue from the marketing of farm products
through the cooperative marketing society may be summarized as follows:
Improved Products: The local buyer often pays a flat price regardless
of quality, or grades products roughly, thereby overpaying producers of
low quality goods and underpaying the producers of superior products.
The formation of farmers associations has had an important effect on such
practices, since they usually undertake to secure for the individual farmer
the market price for the particular grades he has produced.
Section 4

Improved grades: Cooperative also assisted in the development of
improved grades, have improved methods of packing and shipping and
have encouraged the development of facilities for more effective and
more economical means of producing good products.
Higher Prices: Cooperative endeavors to secure higher prices for their
members by narrowing the spread between the terminal and local prices.
This can be done directly by reducing the cost of marketing to terminal
market buyers, with the growers profiting in higher prices at the time of
sake or though patronage dividends or both.
Stabilization of prices: Efforts to stabilize prices through orderly marketing are important activities of some large cooperatives. In order to attain
this objective associations sometimes attempt to influence production so
that it will accord more nearly with the demands of the markets.
Reduction of trade abuses: The cooperative marketing societies may help
in reducing or eliminating the abuses that prevail in the trade. The society’s
competition becomes instrumental in inducing private dealers to pay more
attention to proper grading in buying from farmers. Thus, both members and
non-members are benefited from the services rendered by the cooperatives.
Economy in the cost of marketing: When the farmers endeavor to sell
their produce through cooperatives they can directly deal in the wholesale
market and eliminate the small assemblers who unnecessarily increase the
cost of marketing
Advantages of collective bargaining power: The cooperatives generally
control a large volume of a limited supply. As a result, they are not only
can derive better prices for the farmers, but also will be in a position to
secure advantages which arise from its collective power.
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Cheaper finance: It is difficult for an individual farmer with small
means to get finance from government credit agencies. But the financing agencies do not usually hesitate to advance loans to the cooperative
organizations. The cooperative can also obtain credit at a cheaper rate
than the individual famers. The availability of cheaper marketing finance
indirectly helps reduce the cost of marketing.
Lower cost of production: In an effort to increase the return to the farmers various ways have been developed to decrease the production cost of
the farmers. Many cooperatives primarily concerned with marketing have
also established departments to buy supplies for their members. Sometimes cooperatives purchase farm supplies for their members.
Better Selling methods: The cooperatives dealing in fruits, vegetables and
other non-staple products try to improve the sales emotional methods for
their products. They endeavor to increase the total demand for the products
they sell through the advertising of brand names and other selling tactics.
Pre-requisites for the success of Cooperative Marketing Society
The following factors are essential to the success of cooperatives:
There must be a real need for the services to be performed.
There must be enough capital to finance the business adequately.
Growers must be willing to lend their support in the face of difficulties.
Economic and efficient management and effective business methods are essential.
For most organizations, the purchase and sale of production on a basis of
grade is an important contributing element in success.
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Sales Management
What an exciting time it is to be — or anticipate being — a sales manager!
Sales management today is one of the most challenging, versatile, and
rewarding of all possible careers. Few jobs are more crucial to the ultimate success of a business than sales management, because it shapes and
determines nearly all the firm’s interactions with customers.1 Sales managers are respected marketing professionals who oversee the sales force
– the direct income producers who Determine the financial health of their
organizations. Working together, salespeople and sales managers generate
direct revenue for their organizations while carrying out their company’s
marketing strategies in their day-to-day interactions with customers.

Responsibilities and duties of Sales Managers
While sales managers’ roles are constantly evolving in response to
changing market conditions, they still center on traditional sales management responsibilities and duties. Essentially, sales managers are paid
to plan, lead, and control the personal selling activities of their organizations. They carry out these responsibilities and duties within the larger
framework of organizational objectives, marketing strategies, and target
markets. At the same time, they must continuously monitor and adjust to
various changing macroenvironment factors (technological, competitive,
economic, legal, cultural, and ethical) and the company’s stakeholders
(employees, suppliers, financial community, media, stockholders, special
interest groups, governments, and the general public). In sum, sales managers today have an eclectic and increasingly challenging job that requires
flexibility, adaptability, and ongoing learning. Let’s take a closer look at
the responsibilities and duties of contemporary sales managers.
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In its “Dictionary of Marketing Terms” (www.marketingpower.com), the
American Marketing Association (AMA) defines sales management as
“the planning, direction, and control of the personal selling activities of a
business unit, including recruiting, selecting, training, equipping, assigning, routing, supervising, paying and motivating as these tasks apply to the
personal sales force.” This definition, however, fails to capture the fastpaced, expanding roles of sales management in satisfying customers and
achieving company objectives. In today’s highly competitive markets, sales
managers are trying all kinds of new ideas, sales channels, and technologies to develop mutually profitable long-run relationships with customers.
At the same time, technological innovations, dynamic buyer behavior, and
managerial creativity are dramatically changing the way sales managers
understand, prepare for, and accomplish their jobs. The opportunities and
challenges ahead for sales managers appear to be awesome.
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Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and selling
Although CRM stands for customer relationship management, the “M”
may just as easily represent marketing CRM system greatly facilitates
exchange between a customer and the selling firm, and therefore it is a
marketing system. CRM’s roots are in marketing and the technologies
designed to communicate with customers.
CRM and sales
The salesperson’s role changes across different business orientations.
With a production orientation, the salesperson may be primarily an order
taker. The products are essentially homogeneous across all customers,
as are ancillary services that accompany product purchase. With a customer orientation, salesperson becomes much more involved with each
customer. CRM requires the salesperson to or have greater knowledge of
customers and generally provides greater flexibility in making decisions
that enhance customer satisfaction. In addition, many mundane tasks are
performed automatically through electronic tracking and/or communication devices. This frees up the sales team for more important tasks. Thus,
with CRM the salesperson becomes a value manager, managing the benefit customers obtain from exchanges.
Salesperson and managing customers
Marketing strategy is one way firms go about creating value. The salesperson plays a key role in this process. Athough value is often used in everyday
language as a synonym for low price, this view is far too narrow. Value is
an individual’s selective perception of the worth of some activity, object, or
idea. The consumer creates this perception by weighing all costs, both monetary and non-monetary. The great thing about providing customers with
value is that it is the single best way to provide value for the firm.
With CRM the salesperson does more than just create sales. The salesperson
has four important goals is, all of which help create value for the customer:
1.

Gather important data about the customer and the market.

2.

Identify the types of data needed to give the customer better service.

3.

Provide input into how the CRM system should utilize data to
create value for the customer.

4.

Manage the relationship between the firm and the customers
to whom the salesperson assigned.

A CRM approach means the salesperson is responsible for balancing high-tech
processes against high-touch approaches that personalize service offerings.
Salespeople must spend more time with profitable, individual customers.
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Sales Force

Sales force planning and organizing are essential functions of sales
managers because they provide guidelines and direction for most other
sales decisions and activities. As planners, sales managers must set sales
goals and objectives, establish sales policies and procedures, devise sales
force strategies and tactics, and implement controls to ensure that sales
goals and objectives are achieved. Planning requires sales managers to
anticipate the possible outcomes and future implications of current decisions, so in many ways, planning is an attempt to manage the future.
As organizers, sales managers must determine the optimal number of
salespeople to hire and the best way to structure thf sales force (geographically, by product, by customer type, or by some combination of these
factors) Determining the appropriate number of salespeople and how to
organize them affects several sales management decision areas, including
job descriptions, compensation methods, sales forecasts, budgets, territory assignments, supervision, motivation, and evaluation of sales force
performance. In some companies, the sales manager must also decide
whether to substitute independent manufacturers’ agents (who receive
commissions only) for some or even all members of the direct sales force.
Adjustments may be needed in sales force size as well as structure in
response to changes in marketing strategy or fluctuations of uncontrollable variables in the marketing environment. In all cases, the overriding
purpose in selecting a particular sales organizational structure and size
should be to optimize the achievement of sales objectives and goals.
Time and territory management strategies help sales managers determine
which accounts their salespeople should call on, when, and how often. To
effectively allocate sales force efforts, the sales manager must first design
sales territories. A sales territory is a market segment or group of present
and potential customers who usually share some common characteristics
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Sales forecasting and budgeting are the cornerstones supporting virtually all sales management decisions and activities. Sales managers must
estimate market potential for their industry and sales potential for their
company before developing a final sales forecast on which to base operational planning and budgeting for their sales force. Savvy sales managers
employ both deciding on the final sales forecast. Funds are needed to
implement any sales plan, so preparing a realistic sales budget is essential.
A sales budget is simply a financial plan of expenditures needed to accomplish the organization’s sales goals and objectives. The purpose of the sales
budget is to ensure that organizational resources are allocated in the most
efficient and effective way over the period of the plan. Accurate sales forecasting and budgeting are critical to the success of any organization.
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relevant to purchasing behavior. Territories should be compared on the
basis of sales potential, which in turn decides individual sales quotas (the
motivational targets assigned to the sales force as a whole and to salespeople individually). After sales territories have been determined, management
may design a formal routing pattern for salespeople to follow in calling
on customers. Some sales managers prefer to have the salespeople assume
responsibility for efficient scheduling and routing themselves, but in either
case a predetermined plan should be carried out. Few salespeople make
optimal use of their most precious resource: time. Thus, one of the most
important jobs of sales managers is to train are retrain their salespeople in
techniques for improving the management of their time and territory.
Recruiting and selecting the sales force includes identifying sources
of potential sales recruits, methods of reaching them, and strategies
for attracting them to apply for a sales job. Once applicants have been
recruited, the sales manager must devise a system for measuring applicants against predetermined job requirements. This involves analysis of
the numerous tools and techniques available for processing applicants.
Finally, the decision to select or reject each applicant must be ace. New
salespeople need to be assimilated or blended smoothly into the sales
organization. Included in the assimilation process are an explanation of
job responsibilities and managerial expectations. introduction to coworkers, and help for the new salesperson as he or she adjusts socially and to
the organization — and sometimes to the community as well.

Managing and directing sales force efforts
Traditionally, training the sales force has focused mainly on selling
techniques. But customers today are more knowledgeable than ever,
competition is more intense, and customers are demanding more service,
so progressive companies have intensified their sales force training and
are using the latest telecommunications advances to enhance learning
and provide “real-world” sales practice. Sales managers are also trying to
broaden the perspectives of their salespeople by blending sales. marketing, and finance concepts into sales training. This broader-based training
not only helps salespeople to see how their jobs fit into the overall organization but also prepares them for future responsibilities when they may
be promoted to sales or marketing managers, or perhaps eventually to
top management. Anytime a salesperson is promoted to sales manager or
receives significantly loader or different responsibilities, it is a good idea
to consider additional training. In designing a training program, the sales
manager must answer several questions: Who should receive the training?
who should do the training? Where, when, and how should the training
be accomplished? What should be taught? Sales training programs should
seek to help salespeople continually grow in knowledge, selling skills,
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and customer understanding while reinforcing good attitudes about themselves and their jobs, companies, and customers.
Sales force motivation deals with the set of dynamic interpersonal processes that stimulate the initiation, direction, intensity, and persistence
of work-related behaviors of salespeople toward attaining organizational
goals and objectives. Several theories of motivation offer intuitively
pealing, but slightly different, explanations for why salespeople exert
high levels of effort under varying circumstances to reach personal and
organizational goals. We analyze three types of theories content, process,
and reinforcement oriented) as particularly relevant to sales managers.
Depending the situation and the composition of the sales force, sales managers will need to exercise their individual judgments in deciding which
motivation approach applies best.

Controlling and evaluating sales force performance
Sales volume, costs, and profitability analysis is essential to ensure the
organization bottom-line goal of improving profitability. Sales managers
need to analyze sales volume, costs, at profit relationships by product
lines, territories, customers, and salespersons as well as across sales at
marketing functions. These analyses seek to identify unprofitable sales
units so that sales managers a take timely corrective action to allocate
sales force efforts better and improve profitability.
Sales force performance evaluation is perhaps the single most important
activity for sales managers and their salespeople. Sales force performance
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Sales force compensation is widely recognized as the most important
and least ambiguous way to motivate salesperson performance. It can
be viewed as all monetary payments and benefits used to remunerate
salespeople. The sales force compensation plan is the “steering wheel”
that enables management to directly influence salesperson performance
and should reflect 1 company’s goals. While there are a variety of ways
to compensate salespeople, most companies use three main methods:
(1) Straight salary—a fixed amount of money at fixed intervals, such as
wheel or monthly; (2) Straight commission—an amount that varies with
results, usually sales or profits, a (3) Combination—a mix of salary and
commission. Besides salary and commissions, financial compensation
also should include reimbursement of sales expenses and transportation.
Non-financial incentives may include use of a company car, office space,
secretarial help, and special company benefits such as life insurance, a
retirement plan, and health care. Sales force compensation plans should
be reviewed frequently and revised, when appropriate, to ensure they
continue to be effective.
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must be measured and evaluated to determine commissions and bonuses
for salespeople and to make promotion decisions. The overall purpose of
performance evaluation, however, is to improve organizational profitability by improving sales force productivity. For effective managerial control
and evaluation, standards of performance must be established, actual
performance compared to the predetermined standards, and appropriate
corrective action taken to improve performance.
Not to be overlooked in evaluating sales force performance is how well
ethical guidelines and standards of social responsibility are being met. A
salesperson’s reputation for ethical behavior and integrity is one of the
most valuable assets he or she can bring to negotiations with prospects
and customers. Nothing will destroy the credibility and performance
of salespeople faster than the perception that they do not operate in an
ethical or socially responsible manner. Most companies understand the
importance of ethical behavior and provide written ethical codes and
training for all their employees.

The field sales force and headquarters marketing
support team
An organization’s marketing team usually consists of two basic groups: (1)
the field sales force and (2) the headquarters marketing support team. While
the field sales force is working with customers out in their sales territories,
the headquarters marketing team is providing critical support and service.
This headquarters support includes contributions from the following areas:
Advertising. Coordinates product or service advertising, usually through
an outside agency
Sales promotion. Develops brochures, catalogs, direct-mail pieces, and
special promotions
Sales aids. Prepares videos, podcasts, product samples or prototypes, flip
charts, Power Point presentations, and other audio-visual materials for
sales presentations
Trade shows. Coordinates arrangements for participation in exhibits and
trade shows
Product publicity. Prepares and distributes news releases to various media
about products and services
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Marketing research. Collects and interprets data about markets, products,
customers, sales, competitors, and other factors
Marketing and sales planning. Assists in the preparation of marketing and
sales objectives, strategies, and tactics
Forecasting. Prepares sales forecasts and predicts market trends
Product planning and development. Helps in planning, developing, and
testing new and improved products
Market development. Provides support for deeper penetration of current
markets and entering new markets

Internet communications. Assists with online customer service, website
development, and customer databases
Specific responsibilities can vary widely across marketing support teams,
and some companies may outsource tasks to external specialists such as
advertising agencies, marketing research houses, consulting organizations, and public relations firms. Sales managers need to keep in close
touch with these headquarters marketing support people, and with the
outside specialists. Having friendly, cooperative relationships with these
teams can make it easier to obtain extra support and services to measurably improve sales force performance. Promoting or continuing cold or
contentious relationships here can only do a disservice to the sales force.

Developing sales managers for the new millennium
To succeed in the years ahead, sales managers will need to learn fresh
roles and reinvent some old ones. such as (1) developing closer relationships with customers, both domestically and international and more
in-depth understanding of their different businesses and organizational
cultures;.(2) treating salespeople as newly empowered equals and partnering with them in achieving sales, profitability, and customer satisfaction/
loyalty goals; (3) applying flexible motivational skills in working with
a multicultural, hybrid sales force of telemarketers, telesellers, sellers,
missionary salespeople, direct marketers, manufacturers’ agents, field
salespeople, international salespeople, and others; (4) keeping up-to-date
on the latest technologies affecting buyer-seller relationships, (5) learning
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Public relations. Explains the actions of the sales force to the company’s
various stake holders, including employees, the media, special interest
groups, suppliers, government agencies, legislators, the financial community, company stockholders, and the general public
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and financial skills in order to identify potential business opportunities
and recommend competitive strategies; (6) working closely with other
internal departments as a member of the total corporate team dedicated to
satisfying customers profitably; (7) continually seeking ways to exceed
customer expectations and bring added value profitably to the ongoing
buyer-seller relationships, and creating a flexible, learning, and adapting
environment for all members of the sales team.
Yesterday’s versus today’s Sales Manager
Yesterday’s Sales Managers Focused On:
Today’s Sales Managers Focus On:
• Conducting sales transactions
• Developing profitable customer relationships Monitoring and adjusting
• Following short-run objectives—
to long-run trends, opportunities, and
current products, Customers, and
challenges to serve new markets and
strategies
customers as well as current ones
• Achieving sales volume and quotas
• Analyzing profitability by customers,
•

products, territories, and salespeople Using management information
systems (MIS) and the latest telecommunications technology to effectively
and efficiently manage the sales force
and carry out CRM activities

Serving as the information conduit
between senior
management and the sales force; little
use of technology other than the
telephone

•

Working in sales territories with salespeople and handling r«tr own set of
large accounts

•

Managing field sales activities only,
since marketing was
considered company headquarters’
responsibility

•

Accepting detached or even adversarial relationships with
Internal departments, which were perceived as not sufficiently responsive to
sales force needs

•

Looking for ways to increase sales
volume

•

Driving and motivating the field sales
force to achieve their assigned quotas

•

Devising plans and strategies to
achieve organization goals
through effective leadership of the
sales force

•

Developing marketing and financial
skills to identify, assess, and recommend market opportunities and
strategies to senior management

•

Working closely with internal departments as a member of the total
corporate team dedicated to fully
satisfying customers profitably

•

Looking for ways to bring added value
profitably to ongoing buyer-seller
relationships

•

Creating a flexible, learning, and
adapting environment for all members
of the hybrid sales team across multiple sales channels

Business ethics, sales, and sales management
Ethics describes the moral content of behavior. Business ethics is the
study of how businesspeople behave when facing a situation with moral
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consequences. It’s easier to think of selling situations with moral consequences than to think of situations without them. For instance, whenever
salespeople represent a product benefit, they are implicitly saying the
customer can rely on or trust that these benefits will indeed result from
purchasing and consuming the product. Thus, any situation involving
trust also inherently involves business ethics.
Sales management ethics is the specific component of business ethics that
deals with ethically managing the sales function. When a customer and a
salesperson communicate in an ethical selling situation, both parties treat
each other honestly. Neither person tries to take unfair advantage of the
other. The sales manager has the special duty of overseeing this process.

Moral judgments
Regardless of your moral philosophy, situations with moral content
require you to make a judgment ethical dilemma is a situation with alternate courses of action, each having different moral implication. Choices
about hiring, firing, and performance evaluations often have moral
content, as do other business decisions. A moral judgment is a person’s
evaluation of the situation from an perspective. We usually base moral
judgments on three criteria
Moral equity is the inherent fairness or justice in a situation.
Acceptability describes how culturally or socially acceptable we perceive
an action to be.
Contractualism is the extent to which an act is consistent with stated or
implied contracts and/or laws.
The first criterion — moral equity — spans moral philosophies and
comes closest to representing an Act’s inherent Tightness or wrongness.
Relativists, on the other hand, are more likely to perform a or they view
as acceptable. Idealists will have a difficult time with behavior they see
as inconsistent with a contract or law. These three dimensions have been
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Although many recent business scandals such as Enron, Daewoo, and
Arthur Andersen did not involve salespeople directly, the principles of
ethical action in the marketplace do go beyond the selling environment.
All these situations revealed motivations that can lead other people, too,
to participate in questionable behaviors. Specific behavior by employees of a company eventually contributed to the harm of others. Were the
people involved morally corrupt, or did the system simply encourage
morally corrupt behavior?
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used to study salespeople and sales managers across a wide range of business situations ranging from puffery to bribes.

Creating an ethical work climate
What determines a sales manager’s or even a salesperson’s tolerance
for unethical actions among employees? Why does one firm seem to
promote selling behaviors that are consistent with high moral standards
while another seems to promote pushy techniques that take advantage of
sources of vulnerability among consumers? The answer lies in a salesperson’s ethical work climate.
The organizational climate is the way employees perceive the organizational culture. When a culture is very strong, employees will tend to
share the same perceptions. When a culture is not as strong or identifiable,
perceptions may vary considerably from one employee to another. The
organizational work climate ultimately affects an employee’s well-being.
The ethical work climate is a specific aspect of the organizational climate. Specifically, it’s the way employees view their work environment
on moral dimensions. Ethical climate is a multidimensional concept, with
four unique aspects.

Policies and rules
When sales managers and salespeople internalize the policies and rules
that govern selling and marketing conduct within the firm, they are
more likely to behave ethically.20 Sometimes, the policies land rules are
summarized in a code of ethics. Employee perceptions of the type and
severity of sanctions that follow violations of the code of ethics also go
along this dimension.

Trust and responsibility
The trust and responsibility dimension defines how far people are trusted
to behave in a responsible way and are held personally responsible for their
actions. Consider a sales manager supervising a dozen outside salespeople.
Trust is increased when salespeople are allowed to set their own schedules
and are not constantly being monitored. However, this freedom should be
accompanied by a sense of responsibility. Salespeople who take advantage
of freedom by participating in behaviors such as those in Table 2.2 should
be held responsible for their actions. Under conditions like these, the ethical climate dimension of trust and responsibility will be high.
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Experiencing trust and responsibility also means carrying out the job
responsibly. When employees frequently avoid work or find ways to pass
it on to others, they are behaving unethically. Value creation, the reason
the company exists, is a primary responsibility of employees. In fact, one
of the surest ways of avoiding unethical actions among sales managers
and salespeople is to make sure their actions are directed toward maximizing the value provided by the firm’s products.
Legal considerations in the sales environment
Domestic and international selling and sales management activities are
regulated by local, state, and federal laws and regulations, as well as
legislation within each foreign country. Some laws are designed to prevent unfair competition, while others protect consumers and society from
harmful business practices.

Developing effective sales training programs is one of the most important
parts of a sales manager’s job. Information technology has made customers
more knowledgeable than ever before, and they now demand more quality
and service from sales interactions. In addition, more purchasing options
and increased global competition have created new challenges. Sales reps
must be able to call on CEOs of multibillion-dollar corporations, sell to
national and global accounts, and use consultative selling approaches rather
than just peddling products. An organization’s sales training influences the
partnerships it builds with customers and channel members. And ultimately, sales training influences the success of the organization.
Sales training takes human inputs—salespeople—and develops them into
successful, productive members of a marketing team. Training is a longterm, ongoing process facilitating the continual growth and productivity
of salespeople. With training, salespeople continually grow in knowledge,
skills, and selling techniques and develop good attitudes about their jobs,
companies, and customers. Thus, sales training includes both formal and
informal programs designed for sales force and channel member development to achieve the organization’s overall, long-run goals.
Benefits of sales force training
The long-term objective of sales training is increased profits. Sales
training teaches effective ways to plan, sell, serve customers, and implement company procedures. Through training, management also hopes
to improve customer relations, reduce sales force turnover, and achieve
better sales force control. Immediate benefits of sales training include
faster development of the sales force because salespeople don’t have
to learn as much through their own experience, greater role clarity and
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job satisfaction, and improved morale because training makes sales reps
more successful.

Sales Training
U.S. companies spend some $100 billion annually on training, about 10
percent of which goes to sales training. The average salesperson receives
about thirty-three hours of training per year. Unfortunately, some estimates indicate that only 10 to 30 percent of all training is being used on
the job a month later, resulting in billions of wasted training dollars. Why
does so much training go to waste?
Much of the squandered training money goes to programs that aren’t necessary or focuses on problems that can’t be solved through training. Sales
managers often request courses without assessing what their employees
need. Further, managers frequently neglect to reinforce newly acquired
skills. Other training programs are so poorly designed that their failure is
guaranteed, and few companies evaluate their training programs or measure training’s return on investment (ROI).
So how can sales managers make sales training a meaningful learning
experience and achieve the intended goals and objectives? In his book,
Performance-Based Sales Training, Jerry Rosen suggests keys to sales
training success for planning and implementing sales training programs.
These characteristics serve as a checklist for sales training programs.
When a sales manager is considering implementation of a program, he or
she can use the list to evaluate the program’s merit. Ideally, these attributes would describe any sales training program adopted by the company.
Key ingredients for sales training success
Sales training should be
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•

Comprehensive

•

Customized

•

Relevant

•

Tied to measurable performance outcomes

•

Motivational

•

Reasonably paced

•

Easy to test and measure

•

Interactive

•

Cost effective

•

Embraced by top management
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Sales training development process
Whether you are designing initial or continuing sales training programs,
you need to make several planning decisions. The sales training development process lists the major decision areas. We examine each of these
areas in the following sections.
The greatest mistake sales managers make in developing training programs is a lack of planning. Using the sales development process can help
avoid this mistake. Other mistakes are giving boring content that oversimplifies the selling situation, having boring speakers, or overwhelming
trainees by trying to teach too much in training sessions.
Checklist for Developing Sales Training Programs

Why do you think your sales force and/or channel partners need training?
What is the problem?
Why is it happening?
What should be happening instead?
What factors help or hinder performance?
What improvements do you expect from the trainees?
What improvements do you hope for in the organization?
Training Needs Analysis:
Who will attend the training?
What are the training objectives? What topics will be taught?
How will training be presented?
Who will present it?
What do salespeople and channel partners already know about the topic?
What should they be able to do afterward?
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How will success be determined and measured?
Feasibility Analysis:
Is the training solution practical?
Does the training have management support?
What is the budget?
What are the technical requirements?
How long will the training take?
How many people will attend?

Emerging training methods
Conferencing. Conferencing (distance learning) is any training in which participants at different locations interact electronically via telephones, satellite,
or the Internet. It can take several forms, including video conferencing, audio
conferencing, and conferencing on the Internet. Most forms link remote locations (sales offices) to the home office or another facility via the Internet.
In Web conferencing, the fastest-growing approach, participants use a
computer to communicate with others via the Internet. With screen sharing, participants see whatever is on the presenter’s screen and respond
via their keyboard. Voice communication is also possible, through either
a traditional telephone or Voice-over-Internet Protocol (VoIP), although
sometimes text chat is used instead of voice. A webinar, a variation on Web
conferencing, is a seminar or Web conference conducted over the Internet.
In contrast to a webcast, which transmits information in one direction only,
a webinar is designed to be interactive between the presenter and audience.
It is live and conveys information according to an agenda, with a starting
and ending time. In some cases, the presenter speaks over a telephone
line, pointing out information being presented onscreen, and the audience
responds over the telephone, preferably a speakerphone. But increasingly,
software includes both speaking (VoIP) and visual capabilities.
Conferencing is an effective training approach. Pre-test and post-test
scores of trainees show no significant difference in learning when trainees take courses via video conferencing or with an in-class instructor.
Research shows the tasks that occur most frequently in educational
settings—giving and receiving information, asking questions, exchanging
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opinions, and problem solving—are done just as effectively using telecommunications as in face-to-face meetings.
Internet. E-learning is a broad term that refers to computer-enhanced
learning, although it is often extended to include the use of mobile
technologies such as PDAs and MP3 players. It may include the use of
Web-based teaching materials and hypermedia in general, multimedia
CD-ROMs or websites, discussion boards, collaborative software, blogs,
computer-aided assessment, animation, simulations, games, learning
management software, electronic voting systems, and so on. Sometimes
managers use a combination of more than one method.

Among the e-learning methods most heavily reliant on technology are
RSS feeds, blogs, podcasts, and wikis. RSS is a format typically associated with syndicated news and content of news-like sites, including
sites like Wired.com, news-oriented community sites like Slashdot, and
personal blogs. RSS feeds are not just for news. Salespeople can sign up
for RSS feeds on sales training topics that are made available in discrete
modules and syndicated via RSS. For example, the “recent changes”
page of a sales wiki, a change log of CVS (Concurrent Versions System)
check-ins, and the revision history of books and documents are available
through RSS feeds. The salesperson’s RSS-aware program checks the
feed for changes, and when something new is posted, the program sends
it out. RSS-aware programs, called news aggregators, are popular in the
blogging community. Many blogs make content available in RSS format.
RSS news aggregators help salespeople keep up with their favorite blogs
by checking their RSS feeds and displaying new items from each of them.
Wikis are another emerging e-learning sales training technique. A wiki enables contributors to create and update documents collectively, usually with
no review, using a Web browser. A single page in a wiki is called a “wiki
page”; the entire body of pages, which are interconnected via hyperlinks, is
“the wiki.” A wiki is therefore a simple, easy-to-use, user-maintained database for creating and searching information. Most general-purpose wikis
are open to the public without the need to register any user account. Many
edits, however, can be made in real time and appear almost instantaneously
online. Company-maintained wikis, such as those used for sales training,
are located on private servers and require user authentication before readers
can edit or sometimes even read the pages.
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E-learning also encompasses more than online learning, which is purely
Web-based learning. E-learning often serves for conferencing and distance learning, but it also works in conjunction with face-to-face teaching,
in which case we use the term blended learning.14 The term m-learning
describes mobile technologies.
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E-learning has been the greatest change in training to occur in the past
decade. Sales forces can now train anywhere, any time. In fact, often a
computer isn’t even necessary. The main reasons for e-learning’s popularity are that it’s more convenient and cost effective than traveling around
the world for a training session in a hotel conference room.

Marketing of requisite services/ products for farmers
Considering the heavy dependence of agriculture on nature and the extensive dispersal of cropping areas, timely and convenient availability of
inputs is important for attaining production targets. Agriculture has been
a part of the centrally planned economic system with government organizations and agencies closely involved in all production and distribution
activities, including inputs production, import, pricing and distribution.
Since the 1990s there has been a graduated and cautious shift toward
allowing private sector participation and competition in specific areas.
Since the 1990s, private sector entry into defined areas of input distribution and agricultural procurement, private sector export of vegetables
and fruits, reduced rigidities in crop planning, use of various inputs and
services etc. facilitated growth in agriculture, especially crop diversification. Following are three important input and services that are important
for growth in agriculture with active participation of private companies.

Integrated pest management
Next to rice, vegetable production plays a key role in smallholders’ cultivation patterns in Bangladesh. Katalyst has been working in the sector
since 2003. One major constraint of vegetable production is pest attacks
and diseases. Often, farmers excessively use chemical pesticides with detrimental effects on environmental and human health.IPM (Integrated Pest
Management) is a broad ecological approach to pest control using various pest control tactics (use of resistant & tolerant variety seed, cultural
control, mechanical control, biological control and chemical control) in a
compatible manner and it is environment friendly and less costly compare
to only chemical control.
Creating awareness among the farmers: IPM is relatively new to farmers
except some areas where government has promoted it. The promotional
activities by ISPAHANI included cluster based demonstration of IPM
products with technical assistance provided to the farmers and capacity
building of farmers through training program. In this process a total of
20 cluster demonstration reaching 300 demo farmers (out of 8 has been
established so far with 100 demo farmer) will be set, where15-50 farmers
will form one cluster.
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To receive wider response from the farmers, there is a need to disseminate
the benefit of IPM to more number of farmers apart from demo farmers. To realize this objective in national scale, some activities have been
planned like farmers’ field day, promotion in media and farmers meeting
and awareness campaign through folk song.

Judicious use of pesticide

Bangladesh Crop Protection Association (BCPA), which consists of more
than 300 pesticide-supplying companies in Bangladesh, provides an
opportunity to reach huge number of farmers and beneficiaries. Working
with BCPA can be considered as a scale up outreach through collaborating with a scale agent.
It was found that farmers had some knowledge about safe use of pesticides (SUP) but there was still a lot of scope to translate that learning into
behavioral changes in terms of pesticide application. BCPA promoted the
application of safe and judicious use of pesticide (SUP) through farmers
and sprayer men. Several promotional materials such as flip chart, docudrama, sticker, DVD, etc. were prepared, so that they could be used while
training farmers, sprayer men, pesticide retailers, warehouse staffs and
member companies’ staffs.
These updated promotional tools and resources promoted SUP among
farmers and distribution channel members more effectively. Therefore value chain actors (retailers, dealers, company field staff, sprayer
men, etc.) along the chain could provide better information to farmers.
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Because of soil health degradation, usage of non-quality seeds and
changes in the climate, farmers experience ranges of diseases and pest
attacks during vegetable cultivation. Almost all farmers are unaware of
the efficient and safe crop protection techniques. Application of higher
or lower dosages of pesticides than required and applying them based on
‘trial and error’ is a common practice among the vegetable farmers. It is
a hazardous practice as it makes the harmful insects/ pests resistant to the
pesticides in the long run and poses serious threat for the end-consumers
of vegetables. Excessive use of pesticide affects the fertility of soil and
poses grave threat for the environment as washed away pesticide mixes
with nearby water bodies contaminating them. Health hazard for the users
of pesticides (farmers, sprayer men) is also a major concern yet not much
has been done regarding this issue. For these reasons, educating farmers
on proper crop protection technique and on the proper dosage and safe
usage of pesticide can reduce the production cost ensuring a profitable
return from cultivating vegetables for the farmers. This possibly can also
reduce the health hazard for the end-consumers.
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The direct result of that was that farmers got better information on SUP
and apply as per their requirements. An innovative marketing idea was
training of farmer female counterpart which was conducted to cater to
specific group with relevant knowledge regarding SUP. Since females are
responsible for application and storage and of pesticides (especially in
homestead farming), it was an effective method of promoting SUP.

Marketing of compost fertilizer
Excess dependency on chemical fertilizers for higher yield is a common
practice in Bangladesh agriculture sector. Application of chemical fertilizer without following appropriate soil and fertilizer management
practices is deteriorating soil fertility at an alarming rate. It is evident that
all types of farmers are the buyers of subsidized chemical fertilizers who
are steadily increasing the amount of these products to obtain same yield.
In terms of other inputs, micronutrients deficiency is widespread in Bangladesh and as a result, farmers have been experiencing frequent disease
attack, reduced productivity of soil, lower yield and less profit.
Various studies suggested that use of compost fertilizer increases productivity as well as help retain soil fertility. To increase productivity and
attain sustainability in agricultural sector, promoting balanced and compost fertilizer is of immense importance.
Katalyst2has partnered with various private companies and associations to
create awareness, stimulate demand for compost fertilizer, micro-nutrients,
establish distribution channels and facilitate marketing of compost fertilizer
and other inputs (micronutrients). This was done in the following manner:
A number of Docu-drama screening, Dealers’ training, Farmers’ meeting,
Uthan meeting, Demonstration & Field Day were conducted. These promotional activities booster higher sales of the partner and farmers motivation.
Enhancing the knowledge and information base of the retailers through
Information Dissemination Workshop and Training on Compost Management. This helped to better inform the farmers about usage of compost and
by raising awareness amongst the farmers about the benefits of its usage.
To build capacity of the partner companies so that a better communication
would develop with their clients that will enhance the knowledge dissemination process from producer to the farm-gate level. This can ultimately
strengthen their market distribution channel.
2
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Katalyst is a market development project that works in the agricultural sector to increase the income of men and women in
rural areas

